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Malaspina Glacier Research Holds Clues
To Possible Global Change Scenarios
By Bruce F.Molnia and John E. Jones

The Maiaspina Glacier is Ihe largest glacier in Wrangell-St. Elias
National Park and Preserve (Figure 1). The glacier, with an area of
more than 2,650 km2. is covered by a complex system of folded
moraines,lhe resultofdifferences inflow raleandvolume between
the Ma&pin& tributaries. In its lower reaches, the glacier forms a
broad, bulbous. gently-sloping, Piedmont lobe. The lobe, which
covers an area of more than 1,500 km2 is the site of an ongoing
investigation by the U.S. GeologIcal Survey (USGS). combining
field observations and measurements with laboratory analysis of
digital remotely sensed data.
Although the USGS has actively investigated the Malaspina
Glacierand itssurroundingareasincethetime
01I.C. Russell in the
188Os, itwasthe Novemberi986acquisiiion bythe USGSofdigital
side-looking airborne radar (SLAR) data of the Malasptna Glacier
(Figure ZJ that resulted in the present study. The investigation has
two themes: (1) the use of radar remote-sensing to provide information about the characteristics of the bedrock underlying Malaspina Glacier and the relationship of the bedrock to the glacier’s
surlace features, and (2) the use of radar IO provide information
about the history of the glacier.
Continued on page 3
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Figure 1. Map showing position of Maiaspjna Glacier in Wrangeli-Sr. Elias Natronai Park and Preserve
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Editorial:
Conflicting headlines scream at one another across the pages oi newspapers: on radio and TV deep baritone
VOICBS,warnina of imoendina climatic crises, competewith unctuous assurances that “nothlnq outof the ordinary’%
going on in the global clim& department. Robert C. Cowen, who wtes a “research notebook” column for The
Chrislian Science Monilor. examines the entire range of disputatious dialogue and winds up with this observation:
“None of this means we can ignore man-made global warming. Human activity already has added around 2.2
watts per square meter to the atmosphere’s natural greenhouse heat-trapping of 151 watts per square meter of
Earth’s surface averaged over the entire planet and Ior a full year. There’s IttIle dispute about that.
“The annoying fact IS lhat nobody yet can determine whether this has begun 10 raise the global temperature or
merely IS expressed I” other effects such as undetected changes of cloudiness or ocean circulation.”
Whtch brings Earth’s human passenger complement face to face with a mathematical concept known as “type ltype2 errors.“ATypel error assumes theproposition isialse when it may,” fact betrue. AType 2 error assumes the
proposition IStrue when in fact It ISfalse. In the Type 1 error, you do nothing. aswmng that no problem exists and you
suffer the consequences. In the Type 2 error, you mount an effort to meet the possible problem and then 11turns out
there was no problem
Anexaminat~on ofthls concept allows us, as thedecidersand also thev~ctimsofwhichevererrorweelect
to make,
lo examine the consequences of both errors. In Ihe ca.se of global climate change. we can elect the Type 1 error: Do
nothing. and be unprepared in case of sea level rise, drastic alterations in whole ecosystems, tresh water shortages,
entrapment of plant and animal species with no migratory corridors or plans for relocation, and so torth, all the while
continuing the human behavior that may be exacerbating climate change
Or we can elect the Type 2 error: Mount a program designed to avert global warming. engage in mawe
forestation and reforestation. and above all begin a globally integrated monitoring of earth, air, and water. flora and
fauna, that willgive us first a baselineselof data. andthen a”moving picture”of howthisdataset ISaltering- where,
I” what directions, and how fast.
It should be obvious that the measures appropriate to the Type 2 “error” will be useful whether or not the Earth IS
heattng up The kinds of information such attention tothe global condition will give us will be of immeasurable benefit
,nANY event. It ISnot as though wewete preparing forsometerrible possibility that, if ~tfailstomater~alize, will make
of allourpreparat~onsonly wastedeffort.Theresourceswespendpreparing
forth& kind of threat canonlyadd toour
store of useful knowledge and help us sail into the future in a tighter, more manageable ship.
It is noteworthy that I” this attempt to heal the earth many government agencies are joining hands with one
another, with non-governmental entities, and with groups representing the world beyond our political borders. This
summer, for instance, singer John Denver was instrumental !n setting up the Aspen Institute for Global Change, cosponsored by the Amway Corporation. the UN Environmental Program, and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. Saving the environment, said Denver at a July 26 news conference, “is the most important task that
faces the human race at this time:’
Obviously Denver, Amway, the UN, and NASA have all opted to make only Type 2 errors.
The National Park Service has tailored its role in global change monitoring and research so that it fits neatly into
the pattern of the national and international effort. Included in this issue is a pull-out section that presents the overall
context within which Ihe Iasks will be performed and the money to do them will be allocated.
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Investigations of the Malaspina Glacier,
Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and Preserve
SLAR ISan eiectron~c ~mag~ngsystem that has been
used on a worldwide basis by the earth sc,ence communlly, most commonly in petroleum and mmeral
exploration, sea ice studies. and hydrologic investigalions SLAR data are acquired by an alcraft transmitling a radar beam perpendicular to its flight I~ne.SLAR
uses an active sensor, supplying its own sowce of
microwave energy, allowing SLAR data to be acquired
either day oi night and through most cloud cover. The
beam is both reflected and scaltered by the ground
surface and man-made oblects. Energy that is
bounced back (backscattered) to the aircraft’s lece~ving antenna is recorded to produce an obliquely lllumlnaiedviewoftheground. wh~chdepictssubtle aspects
of surface texture, topography, roughness, slope, and
wetness, and the intrlnsicelectrical propertiesof materials at or near the surface. SLAR data of the Malaspina Glacier are X-band with a wavelength of about
3.2cm The data were collected with a synthetic aper.
ture radar (SAR) system and were polarized to enhance subtle horizontal features such as moraines and
crevasse zones. SAR is a radar data storage and pro.
cewng technology that results in improved resoluton.
Th~sstudyrepresentsoneolthef~rsiusesof
SLARin
westlgat~ons 01 arctic and subarctic glacters.The
1986 data wale the first digitally acquired. airborne
radar of coastal. southcentral Alaska and the Mal.
aspina Glacier. The data showed unexpecled backscatter responses from the surface of the Malaspina
Glawr. Specifically, the radar imagery showed three
types of features (glacial-like valleys, dendritic valleys,
and an arcuate linear). that were unfamiliar to researchers working with the glacier.
Prior lo field invesligat~on of these surface backscatter features, our nterpretation was that the features
were real, and represented topographic differences on
the glacier’s surface that mlmtcked the morphology
and reliel of the bedrock that underlay Malaspina
Glawr. Seismic and gravity investigations, performed
in the early 195Os, determined that the ice thickness of
the southeastern part of the Piedmont lobe was
between 500 and 1,000 m and that the bottom of the
glacier extended below sea level. However, the details
of the morphology 01the bedrock basin underlying the
glmer were unknown.
Because X-band radar doesn’t penetrate more than
a few centimeters of snow and ice. we reasoned that
the unusual features described here were not the
result of the radar “seeing through the ice.” rather, they
had to be surfaclal in nature. Consequently, we concluded that in spite 01 Malaspina Glacier’s great ice
thickness. therewas some direct relationship between
ice-surface morphology and underlying bedrock marphology Understanding this relationship might help in
understandingtherecent and long-term historiesofthe
Malaspma Glacier and provide lnslghts as to how the
glacier might respond to a changing enwonment
As observed on X-band SLAR imagery. the three
types 01 features have the following characteristics
GLACIER-LIKE VALLEYS are 10 to 25 km I” length
and about 1.5 to 2.5 km in width. These valleys ate
parallel orsubparalle to ice flow directions. Cirque.lIke
features, adjacent 10 some of Ihe glacier-like valleys
are less than 1 km across, have abrupt changes I”
backscatter response across their boundaries, and
haveroundedamphitheater.likegeometrles
DENDRI-

TIC VALLEYS are oblique to ,ce flow dlrectlons. are 6
to 12 km in length, and 0 5 to 1.O km I” width At leas1 5
distinct east-west trending valleys are present. AN
ARCUATE LINEAMENT. agentlycurv~ng lknearfeature
that extends 10an east-west dIrection for more than 65
km can be followed lrom the shorelw of Icy Bay,
across outwash sediments and Ihe upperpart of the
Malasplna Glawr, to Malasp~na Lake. The trace of the
lineamenl may correspond to the trace of the Fairweather Fault or a related boundary fault between the
North American and Pacific Plates.
The Malasplna Glacier IS the largest glacier in
North America and one of the largest outside
the icecap regions of the world. The Malasp~na Glacier was designated a National Natural Landmark on August 14, 1970. It was
determined to be 01 national signlllcance
because 01 its scienlilic value
Field westigations were conducted in 1988 and
1989 to “ground truth” the radar backscatter features.
Specifically, lnvestigal~ons were conducted lo determine’ll)glaciericethickness:
(Z)depthtoandconfIguration 01 bedrock underlying the glacier. and 13) the
relatlonshlp of surface backscatter leatures to surface
leatures and underlying, subglaw-bedrock morphology
In 1988. field lnvestlgationsexamlne the topographic
r&al, slope characterstics. and other surface condol~onsolreg~onsoflheglac~erproduc~ng thethreetypes
of unusual radar backscatter features Field work was
performed in September to max~rmze the percent 01
IheglacierSsurfacethatwould besnowlree Thethree
leatures correspond to areas 01the surlace that aie as
much as 40 m lower than adjacent areas and are
characterized by significantly fewer crevasses mrmal surface r&f. a veneer of sediment. and substanl~ally more standing and running water on their sw
laces. The lows are generally areas of smooth and
leatureless ice and appear lo be areas of compres-
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smal ce Ilow while the highs are areas 01 fractured
and broken ice and appear to be areas of exlens~onal
,ce flow The Ice-surface charactewtlcs I” the topographic lows would lend to attenuateor dlsslpate a
radar slgnal: the result would be a weak backscatter
response expressed as a dark feature on radar imagery. The topographlcally higher ce, adjacent to the
lows, with Its Irregular surlace. had numerous ‘comei
reflectors”. 01 surfaces that would provide a strong
reflecl~on 01 the radar slgnal back to the antenna
Hence these areas have a strong backscatter and a
bright appearance on radar imagery.
Ice-penelrat!ng radar westlgat~ons conducted I”
September 1989 concentrated on determ~mng Ihe
lhlckness of Malasp~na Glawrh ,ce at more than 50
local~ons. Unlike SLAR, ice-penetrating radar due to
its much longer wavelength (many meters). can measure the depth lo bedrock through a kilometer or mow
of IW The maximum ice lhlckness measured at Malasp~na Glacier exceeded 850 m. whereas the inn,mum was only about 150 m Camparlsan of ice thickness measurements and ice surlace elevations at
each site suggests lhat the Malasp~na Glacier
occupjes a deep basin or sews of bas!ns extending
well below sea level. and that the southern limit 01 !he
glaclei coincides wth a large moraine complex that
occupies part of the Saw system. A belt 01 this morme IS exposed above sea level for mole lhan 10 km at
Sitkagi Bluffs and forms the rocky coastal beach that
separates the glacier from the Gulf of Alaska. The
basin complex underlying the Malasp~na Glacier IS the
product of glacial eroslo” during a series of advance
and retreat cycles exlending back ~nlothe Pie~stocene
Ice thickness and elevation measurements Wcate
that al almost every site the base 01 Malasp~na Glawr
extends below sea level and that the ice thins significant ,n the wnity of the Sitkagi Blufls mora,ne Noilheast of Sltkagl Bluffs. a” ice thickness of abouli75 m
was measured with a basal depth only about 10 m
below sea level By cornpawn
at Samovar Hills.
Continuedonpage4
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Malaspina Glacier
approximately 50 km north of the southern limit 01 the
Malaspina Glacier, a ban extending more than 250 m
below sea level is occupied by about 860 m of ice. The
maximum measured depth 01the base of the ice below
sea level is about 320 m.
Two measurements were made adjacent to Malaspina Lake along the southeast side 01 the glacier.
One detected an ice thickness of about 160 m of IX
extending about 75 m below sea level, and the other
showed an ice thickness 01 about 145 m extending
about 130 m below sea level.
The measurements
at Malasp~na Lake and
Samovar Hills are very important with respect to the
past and luture hrstory 01 the glacier. If, as a result of
sea ievel rise, climatic warmIng, or coastal erosion. a
portion. orallolthe terminus of Malasp~naGlac~erwere
to be exposed to Gulf of Alaska marine waters. it is
possible that the glacier would become an actively
calving, rapidly retreating, tidewater glacier. Elsewhere, where rapid tidewater glacier retreat has
occurred, such as at the Icy Bay segment of WrangellSt. Elias National Park, Glacier Bay National Park, and
Kenal Fiords National Park, fiords as long as 100 km
have been exposed. At the ate of the Samovar Hills
measurement, even compensating for tsosiatrc rebound. the water depth following glacier retreat would
be about 125 m
A detailed ice-penetrating radar survey with 100.
m-spaced soundrngs was made in the southcentral
par1 of the glacier, an area where radar backscatter
features had prwously been interpreted to suggest a
relationship behveen ice surface leaiures and underly
1ng bedrock morphology One transect across a suriace low (channel) and Its adjacent high found that
whereas surlace elevations only differed by about 20
m. the thrckness of the ice in the area 01the high was
about 390 m compared to about 590 m in lhe adjacent
low. or 200 m thicker. These data support the
described relationship between surface morphology,
backscatter leatures, and bedrock morphology.
Oflshore of the Malasp~na Glacier, marine seismic
data document a series 01 sediment Illled valleys cutting across the contInental shelf. When pro@ed
under the large terminal morane. the sea valleys
appear to link with the glacier-valley like features seen
on the SLAR data.
Several image procewng and geographic Inlormatronsystemscontinueto beusedindlgltalimageanalySISof the leatures described here Additionally, radar
data of the Alaskan coaslal area from Icy Bay to Grand
Plateau Glacier and for much 01 the southern half of
Wrangell -St. Elias NP have been transferred to several CD-ROM disks that also contain public domain
image process,ng software released by USGS and the
National Space and Aeronautics Administration.
Field work. including additional ice-penetrating
radar studies planned for 1990 through 1993. will continue to carefully measure ice thicknesses and the
bedrock morphology underlying Malasp~na Glacier
and several other glaciers rn southern Alaska With
these data in hand. we ~$111
have a much more complete
understanding of the relationshlp between ice surface
morphology and the topography and morphology of
the underlying bedrock We will also have a much
better understanding al the ability of SLAR to provide
information about the past and luture hrstories of the
Malasp~na Glacier system.
Molnra and Jones are research scientists wbh the
U.S. Geologrcaf Survey at Reslon. VA 22092

Native Brook Trout Restoration
at Great Smokies
Distribution of native brook trout (Salvelinus fontinahs) in the Southeast has undergone major
shrinkage since 1900 (Seehorn, 1976). One of the best
documentations of this decline IS in Great Smoky
Mountains NP (GRSM), and an excellent, d&led
report of attempts there to eradicate the non-native
rainbow trout from native
brook trout streams appears
in the Proceedings 01 the Wild Trout IV Symposium
held at Yellowstone NP Sept. 18-19, 1969.
The paper, by Stephen E. Moore and Gary L. Larson, describes how, prior to establishment of the park
in 1936, Ihe area was extensively logged and brook
trout disappeared lrom downstream segments of
many streams in logged watersheds (Powers 1929).
Ranbow trout [Oocorhynchus myhissj were introduced into these stream segments and into other
streams Inhabited by brooktrout beginning about 1910

poorly understood, (Larson and Moore, 1965) the
results of the extensive testing described in the article
seem to demonstrate clearly that ralnbow trout have a
negative effect on native brook trout.
Initial restoration work by Moore et al. (1963, 1986)
did not appear to eradicate rainbow trout. These
results did show that the density01 adult rainbow trout
was reduced to less than inO0 m2 in one field trip
(consisting 01 3 electrolishlng passes) in some
streams, but additional efforl was required in others.
This variation in success was due to the complexity of
the stream channels, which affected the efticiency of
the electrolishing. Nonetheless, the results indicate
the backpack electrofishing technique can be used to
control density of rainbow trout. In lact, eradication is
feasible in small streams.
Reclamation by electrofishing is labor-intenswe and
time-consuming (Moore et al. 1963). A P-person crew
expends about i-person day lishing a 100-m section 01
stream 3 times. Use of large crews and multiple shocking units increasescapture rate, but does notappear to
reduce labor costs. (Larson et al. 1966).
The experience Moore and Larson report with the
backpack electrofishing technique suggests that several precautions should be considered before undertaking a restoration pro]ect. First, streams must be on
an appropriate size to make the effort worthwhile. If
large streams are targeted lor restoration then other
techniques should be explored. Second, the project
should beadequatelyiunded becauseseveral yearsof
effort may be required to control non-native fish populations. Third, the targeted restoration area should be
upstream from a known barrier to fish immigration.
otherwise non-native fish may immigrate upstream
into the restored section.
Moore IS a fisheries biologist at Great Smoky Mountains NP: Larson is an aquatic ecologist with the NPSI
CPSU at Oregon State University.

m Hippensteal’s artwork, from Protecting Biolog
ical Diversity rn the National Parks (see mention in
Southeasl Regional Highifghtsj.
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(King 1937). Park management later supplemented
these slocklngs from rearing facilities in the park to
provide recreational angling.
The general view was that brook trout would recover
Its farmer range as the forests recovered. But early
work by King (1937) suggested that rainbow trout populations were expanding Into brook trout waters,
thereby further reducing the distribution of brook trout.
Although surveys in the 1950s (Lennon 1967) did not
show much change in brook trout dlstrlbution relative
to King’s initial observations, later surveys by Jones
(1976) and Kelly et al. (1960) clearly demonstrated a
substantial decline.
Thegravityoftheproblem prompted NPSto initiate a
series of studies between 1975 and 1981 to evaluate
rainbow trout encroachment into brook trout streams
and to determine the feasibility 01 eradicating rainbow
trout from selected isolated streams, using the backpack electroflshing technique. Moore’s and Larson’s
paper summarizes the results of these studies and
reports on a recent investigation that evaluated success of the restoration program.
Although the encroachment process is difficult to
document due to complex and dynamic abIotic and
biotic interactions. and although the mechanisms are
4
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Surveys of National Park Experiences
by-the Visitor Services Project
By Dana Dofsen
The Visitor Sewces Project (VSP) conducts surveys lo gather Information about visitors and visitor
services that park managers can easily use. Al least
three kinds of sociological information are useful to
park managers The first is knowledge about the kinds
of services, actiwiies and opportunities wallable to the
public. The second is knowledge about the visitors:
who they are, where they go, what they do, and so
forth. The third IS understanding the relationship
between services and v6itors; i.e., are visitor needs
being met in the most efficient way, while protectinq

resources?

The VSP is based at the University of Idaho’s Cooperative Park Studies Unit (UIICPSU) in Moscow, Idaho.
The VSP’s technical deV&Dment beaan with DIIOI
studies in 1982. Figure1 shows that by the end of 1990,
37visitor studies will be completed in 34 parks in 1988
the VSP was incorporated 1x0 NPS Operations. Currently two NPS employees are stationed at the
UIICPSU: Margaret Llnlejohn is western coordmator,
Dwight Madison IS eastern coordinator.
The Chief of Inlerpretation, Washington Offlce
(WASO), holds VSP administratwe responsibility. VSP
study funding comes from the park being studied.
reglonal offices, and WASO. The VSP has an advisory
committee: its membershIp provides Service-wide
guidance from parks, regional offices, and Serwce
Centers. The committee meets annually, recommends
parks for studies from regional nominations. guides
VSP development, and approves spmal prefects.
Study Process and Methods
Figure 2 presents the VSP study process. After a
park’s selection, VSP personnel hold an on-site questlonnaire design workshop to determine the park’s
mformatlon needs about its visitors. In the field a
trained team contacts visitors, conducts intervtews.
and distributes mail-back questlonnanes. Completed
questionnaires are rewved at the UIICPSU; data definition, input, vertfication, and analysts are completed
A draft report is prepared, reviewed by park staff and
revised by the VSF! A results workshop on how the
data can be used is held for each park’s staff Sometimes a separate session is held for local media. the
chamber of commerce, and others. The final report is
then printed and made available from the superlntendent. For the next SIXmonths, upon request. additIonal
data analyses are provided to the park at no addItIonal
cost In 1989, the average cost to parks was approximately ten thousand dollars.
VSP visitor studies are based on a systematic sample of park visllors during a specific week chosen by
park staff. The sample is usually stratlfied by entrance
or zone. depending on park characteristics. Sample
size is based upon past visttor statistics, with a mintmum accuracy of ?4 percent for simple dichotomous
variables at the .05 level. The VSP and park staffs
fointlyformulate theappropriate questions, which must
then be approved by the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB). A core unit of standardved questions is
in most VSP studies (i.e.. demographics, use of
routeslsltes, activities, and general comments); OMB
approval of these is commonplace. New questions on
unique park issues need specific OMB clearance.
As visitors enter the area, intetwews are conducted
to distribute the mail-back questionnaire. collect data
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Figure 2. Steps in a lypical Visitor Services Pro@ study
for response bias checks, and gain mailing addresses
for follow-ups The 11 studies conducted in 1988-89
have averaged a” 81 percent response rate. Response
bias checks on key demographic variables are conducted: the data are converted Into graphic displays.
Charts and figures with low sample sizes are ldentlfled
with cautions for managers to consider Open-ended
questions are content-analyzed and organized into
tables. and the actual comments Included in a separate appendix to the flnal report.
The surveys have several IImItations, described in
each final report. Responses to mail-back questionna~res may not always reflect actual behavior. The
results cannot be generalized beyond the study
period. Visltor groups that do not Include an Englishspeaking person may be under-represented.
Following are examples of what parks learned from
visitors about serwes and facilities offered, plus VISItar opinions on topics of mterest to park managers.
STUDY RESULTS, MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Interpretation
Managers question whether interpretive programs
meet real needs. Do they effect changes I” vlsitor
awareness, attitudes. or even behavior? Tour managers at the White House may questlon whether separate tour needs for programs and serwes exist by
5

comparing Ihew Congrewonal and public tour results
For example, public tour visitor groups used the
map/brochure twice as much as did Congressional
tour witor groups (see Figure 3) To ensure 11scon.
tinued use and usefulness for each tour a detailed
evaluation may be desired.
Concessions
Park managers question how useful and important
particular sewas 01facllitles are to wtors: VSP surveys can provide such data A park can then evaluate a
company and the need for a product or serwe
Managers at the Statue 01 Liberty NM measured
wtor use of several concession wwes
facllitles. as
well as their quality ratings. Flgure 4 shows that wtor
opinions varied on the quality of the restaurant Potentially, avar~etyafalternat~vestoimprovequal~tymay be
considered
Maintenance
lncreas~ngly diverse park wtors demand a range of
access~ble,qualltyfac~lit~es. V~s~torsfrequentlycr~t~c~ze
trash build-up or a lack of upkeep at park sites. By
seeking and llstenlng to wsitors’wws managers can
improve facility maintenance programs. thus providing
clean and well-maIntained setbngs for quality experv
elms
Continued

on page
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Visitor Services wont. from
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For example, Muir Woods NM’s trails are congested
in the summer. Managers could schedule malnte.
nance personnel on popular trails according to the
proportion of visltors (see Map l), peak hours, or busiest days.
Resource Management
Determining ecologically appropriate and socially
acceptable levels of lntetvention in natural processes
is a constant challenge and struggle for land management agencies The NPS is learning that people do not
have a basic understanding of natural phenomena,
which in turn affects the acceptance of resource managemenl policies. Land managers may gain policy
insights for the future by assessing wtors’ percep
t~ons of natural and man-made phenomena and their
Impacts
For example, Yellowstone NP wtors were asked If
Ihe 1988 lires were’beneliclal to Yellowstone’s natural
syskms (planls, animals. soil, water. etc.). Figure 5
shows that 48 percent ofvisitorsthoughtfire benefitted
Yellowstone’s ecosyslem. Such results could help all
land management agencies make more informed policy decisions.

tars studied nationwide and, possibly, data sets of
each park’s seasonal visitor information. For example,
Map 2 shows the proportion of first-time visitors to
various parks throughout the national park system. A
large database will accrue. as lo-15 park studies could
be added early.
The VSP ISdeveloping the capability to provide data
on the economic contribution (IX., jobs supported,
sales and incomegenerated)of parkwtorsdurlng
the
study. Initial elforls began with an economic impact
analysis 01 visitation to Lincoln Home NHS using
IMPLAN, a computer modelling system developed by
Ihe U.S. Forest Service.
The VSP iniliatlve isan mterd~sciplinarytool that can
helpthe NPS constantly improve managerial efficiency
and applicability. For example, visitors touring the
White House strongly confirmed the need for a visitor
center Slmllarly, witors to Lincoln Home NHS
endorsed a new comblnatlon of first-come. ftrst+wad
and advance reservations for tour tickets. And Denali
NP was able 10 show support Ior the shunle bus system because the service enabled a high proportion of
users to view key wlldlile species.
Through syslematlc basellne surveys of witors,
such as those conducted by the VSP, new managemenl strategies may be developed. The potential for
Ihe cowlstent application 01 these data to a broad
ranae of park manaaement wes shows that visI1ors’

\

Map I. Proportion of visitor groups visiting each :
Muir Woods NM, 1989.

OTHER PROJECT UPDATES
Projects underway Include: a report on 1982-90 VSP
progress-A Diversity of Visitors, a VSP training manual, an OMB report on survey lollow-up methods, and
several lournal articles. The Pacllic Northwest
RegIonal OffIce funded a 1989 VSP database development to profile NPS vistors. data may be available
from approx~mately20 parkstudies by the end of 1990.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND INITIATIVES
The database will prwde inlormatlon on park wsi-

DEN*:
I)ox

CRRO:77X

lure 4. Visitor quality ratlogs of restaurant. Statue (
wry NM, 1989.

LIHO:63X

Map 2. Proportion of rrrsl time visliors lo various parks, VSP studw
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The Cumberland Island Cotton Mouse:
A Unique Subspecies?
By James L. Boone, Joshua Laerm, and Michael H. Smith
The systematics of rare species often is problematic
and may lead to the conservation and management of
apparentlyrareorganismswhicharenot
truly rare (e.g.
dusky seaside sparrow, Avise and Nelson, 1969; colania pocket gopher, Laerm et al., 1962). Alternatively,
inattenbon to the systematics of even common organisms may lead to the lack of concern lor unique populations, subspecies, or even species that have not yet
been identified. The cotton mouse (Peromyscus gossypinus anastasaeJ. occurring only on Cumberland
Island National Seashore, GA, is an example of an
apparently rare organism that has generated management concern. This population was considered the
only extant representative of its subspecies, and therefore should have qualified for rare and endangered
status. However, it never was listed because of questions concerning the validity of its taxonomic status.
This mouse originally was described in 1698 as P
insulanus, a distinct species, based on its small size
and light colored pelage. Osgood (1909) reduced the
species to a subspecies of P gossypinus and classilied it with the population of mw on Anastasia Island,
FL as I? g. anastasae. The Florida population was
considered for state and federal protection in the
197Os, but because of uncertain taxonomy, its status
was listed as unwtain. The Florida population again
was considered for federal protection in the mid-1960s,
but it was found to be extinct, and the subspecies was
declared UA-3 (no longer under consideration for listing due to the pervasive evidence 01 extinction.)
Although there were no data, federal officials stated
they dtd not believe the Cumberland Island population
was referable to P g. anasrasae. However, in the XIentlficliterature, theextinctionofthe Anastasiapopulation leaves Cumberland Island with the only extant
population of P g. anasfasae. The subspecific status of
this mouse was questioned by Osgood himself, but no
systematic assessment had been conducted since his
study. Recently, Boone (1990) revwed the taxonomic
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Figure 1. Southeastern Umted States showing locatms (black symbols) from which specimens 014 retognized subspecies of Peromyscus gossypinus were
collected. Gray lines indicate subspecies boundaries,
Cumberland Island is indicated with a star, and
unfilled symbols indicate s&s from which genetic
data were collected.

affinities of the cotton mouse population on Cumberland Island to determine if this population was unique
and if it deserved management and protection.
Populations representing 4 subspecies 01 cotton
mice lrom throughout Georgia, Florida, and Alabama
were examined. GenetIc analysis involved electrophoresls 01 the products of 44 loci in 379 mice from
14populations, including 6 insular populations. (Figure
1). Morphological analysis involved examination of 27,
mainly cranial. characters of 663 specimens from 20
populations, including the extinct Anastasia Island
population.
Genetically, this species is highly variable both
within and between populations. The percentage of
polymorphic loci and heterozygoslty per population is
quite high, and their heterozygoslty is hwce the average reported for mammals. There is no evidence for
inbreeding, drift, 01 founder eHects reducing genetic
variability on the islands despite large fluctuations in
the numbers of mice on the Islands. II migration
between the mainland and the Islands occurs, it
appears to be limited, so the mechanism for mamtainInggeneticvariabilityan the islandsis unclear. Genetic
distances among populations (Rogers, 1972) are relatively high for conspeclfic papuiatlons of mammals,
and are comparable to the genetic dinerences among
some Peromyscus spews. As a group, the insular
populations tended to have a greater degree of genetic
diHerentietlon than did the mainland populations.
Using genetic vanance partitioning (Fst analysis)
with the genetic data and dlscriminant analysis with
the morphological data, essentially every population IS
significantly different from all others when tested in
pairwise comparisons. Mice on Cumberland Island ate
genetically and morphologically slgnlflcantly dinerent
from those on the mainland opposite Cumberland, and
significantly different from these on the islands immediately north and south 01 Cumberland. If only these
populations had been sampled, the Cumberland population probably would have retained its subspeciflc
status. However, when all populations were examined
simultaneously, the pa~rwe interpopulatton dllferences became trivial and were not significant
(p>O.O5), as shown in Flgure 2 for the morpholaglcal
data. While each population was genetically and marphologically unique, no population was unusually distinct, and neither the Cumberland Island nor Anastasia
Island populations of P g. anasfasae was suH!ciently
different from other populations to warrant recognition
as a separate subspecles Thus, there is no basis to
support the subspecific status of P g. aanastasae, and
these mice should be designated P g. gossypmus, the
common mainland species.
Removing subspecilic status from the mice on Cumberland Island, P g. anaslasae, and grouping them
with F! g. gossypinus, does not imply that the Cumberland Island mice are genetically or morphologically
identical to any other population or subspecies of P
gossypinus. Genetically, the Cumberland Island mice
are unique and are well dlHerentlated from other populatlons. For example, they have 5 alleles not found I”
any other population, and therefore represent a
genetIc resource that deserves conservation.
Other biotaon the islands also WIIIprobably be found
to be genetically dtfferentiated. Rowland (1969) found
7

igure 2. Distributions of 20 populations of Per@
myscus gossypinus 00 lhe first two principal component axes extracted from the covarL%~ce matrix construcled with data from 27 morphological characters.
the white-tail deer (Odocorleus virgmianusj on Cumberlaod Island to be genetically s~gnlflcantly dtfferent
from deer on the mainland, and deer on Black Beard
Island just north of Sap& are genetically the most
divergent of any white-tail deer population studied in
var!ous parts of the southeastern UnIted States (Hillestad, 1964). These deer populations tend to have
relatively high frequencies 01rare alleles similar to the
situation in the Cumberland mice. Thus, even If the
islands do not provide habitat for any known unique
subspews, 11our goal is to conserve blologlcal dwersity, then conservation 01 blota on these islands IS
particularly important because in many cases this
biota contains the most genetically divergent populatlons in the spews.
This study was supported by the NPSiCPSU at
U/GA. the U/GA Museum of Natural HIstory, and
Savanna River Ecolgy Laboratory under contract
between the US Dept. of Energy and U/GA’s Institute of
Ecology. FInal reports concerning the taxonomy and
conservation of this mouse will be submitted for pubkcation elsewhere.
Boooe IS with ihe U/GA Schoolof Forest Resources

Population consequences

of indeterminate

growth in tropical sea urchin Diadema antillarum:

A Sea Urchin’s Response to Mass-Mortalities
By Don R. Leviian
The tropical black sea urchin Diadema aNNarum IS
well known inthe Caribbean Ior its long and poisonous
spines. Before 1983. it was abundanl and had a profound Influence on coral reel communities. This urchin
grazed upto 20 percent of the reefs primary productivsty(Hawkinsand Lew1982), bioeroded large areasof
the reef (Stern and Sconin 1977). competed wth herbivorous fish (Hay and Taylor 1985, Carpenler 1986)
and influenced the successful senlement and surworship of corals (Sammarco 1982). Diadema IS an
extremely influential species in the Caribbean.
During 1983.84, a mass-mortality, due to an
unknown pathogen, destroyed 99 percent of this species throughout the Caribbean (Less~os et al 1984)
With the help of the NPS in U.S. Vlrgln Islands, I have
been investigating the population ecology 01 Dadema
in an attempl to understand the dynamics wh!ch led up
to and followed this unprecedented mortality event
In the sumnw of 1983 (6 ma. pr,or to the massmortalliy). a census program was slarted on St. John,
U.S. VI This monitoring effort mdlcated that Diadema
exhibited an werse relationship between body size
and population density (LevItan 1988a). Laboratory
and field experlmenls documented thal this relai~on.
ship was due to individual sea urchins adjusting body
size by growing or shrinking based on load wallability.
Urchins growing or shrinking to a food- or densitydependent body size were not signilicanily different in
meawements of test diameter. wght. gonad volume,
or surworship (Levitan, 1989a). Further experiments
mdlcated that migration out 01 load-limited c&lions
on the reef was found 10 be disadvantageous, we
predation pressure off the reef was slgnilicantly higher
than on the reef (Levitan and Genovese. 1989).
These results may provide insight as to the rapld
spread and magnitude 01 the mass-mortality. Increased population density, through planktonic settlement. results in reduced body size and not increased
mortality (Levitan 1989a). Without density-dependent
population regulation. population size mcreases
unchecked. Previous to the mass-mortality this urchin
was extremely abundant (i e.. 72/m* in Jamaica: Sam.
maico 1982). High population density may have facilitated Ihe spread 01 the water-borne pathogen. by
increasing the probability 01 urchin to urchin transmlssion (Lessios 1988. Levitan 1989a).
The monitoring program has continued on St. John,
following the response of the surviving urchin population and IRSalgal resource. By the summer of 1984 (6
mo. after the mass-mortality), urchin abundance had
dropped from 15im2 to less than O.iim2 The urchins
resourca. benthic algae. wreased 3000 percent in
biomass (Lewtan 1988b). Since 1984, the surwng
Diadema have wreased in size dramatically. At present (June1990). median urchin weightisover300g:an
order 01 magnitude greater than the median weight 01
20 g previous to the mass-mortality (LevItan 1988b).
Population density has not increased since 1984. Predictions suggested that lhis urchin would rapidly return
to former abundances, since individuals were growng
rapidly and producing large quant~l~es of gametes.
There are two probable reasons lor the lack of juvenile
recrultmeni
The first reason involves the reproductive biology of
DIadema. Sea urchins. like many marine mverte.
b&s. release unlertllkzed eggs and sperm into Ihe
water In order to guarantee a high rate of fert~l~ration.

Director’s Awards

males and females must release gametes in close
proximity to one another (Pennington 1985. Levltan
1989b). Followmg the mass-mortalIly, population denslty has been too low lo unsure lertlllzation success.
Field experiments on St John indicate that although
urchins are now much larger and producing more
gametes than before the mass-mortality, fertilkzatlon
rates are so low that very few larvae are being produced (Levitan 1988c. 1989b).
The second reason for poor recruliment involves the
scale of the mass-mortality. This event was widespread. affecting all Canbbean populations. II the
event was local. other source populations could have
restocked St John; larval Diadema spend from 8 to 12
weeks in the plankton before senllng (Carpenter personal communlcaiion). At present. the only known
source population ISin the Canary Islands. in the Eastern Atlantic (Lewos 1988). The only Caribbean island
receiving substantial recruitment is Barbados, the
eastern most Caribbean island (Hunte and Younglao,
I” press) It may be that larvae are traveling across the
Atlantic and settling on Barbados (Carpenter personal
communication). The high recruttment could also be
due to island eddies keeping larvae produced at Barbados nearby, rather than dispersing them away
(Hunte and Younglao, in press). If Diadema populationson Barbadoscan return to high enoughdensities,
it may have a downstream cascadmg eHect which
could repopulate the res! of the Caribbean (Levitan
1989).
During Ihe past year humcane Hugo struck the Vngin Islands kllllng large numbers of Diadema. Adult
population density declined almost an order of magnitude in many 01 the census sites. Fortuitously, large
numbersof urchlnssettled on St. John since thestorm.
Populations at such low numbers should be monitored
carefully since the probability of local extinction is relatlvely high
In any event, Diadema antillarum will not return to
formerdens~tieslor several decades. if at all. Since this
spews has a major Muence on many reel processes, this suggests that Caribbean reefs will remaln
changed as well.
Lewtao is a post-dot researcher at lhe Bantield
Manne Statron, Univ of Alberta; this work was part of
hrs doctorate m B~ol. SCI. at U/Del.
Literature Cited

Francis Bnger, Research Ecologist at Y&w
Stone NP, and David Haskell, Chief of the
Resources and Scwxe Division at Shenandoah
NP. are the recipients of the second annual Sclewe and Natural Resource Management
awards, institutedin 1989 by NPS Oiiector James
M. Riwmour.
Singer is being hotwad for research contfibuions to natural resource managament issues at
Yellowone, particularly his ungulate work. He
has conducted, supervised, and directed significant research on the ungulate prey base for
poienfiai reintroductionof the gray wolf at Yellowstone, elk wintar kilts after the 1988 Yellowslone
fire, and eHects of native ungulate browsing on
Yellowdone’s northern range.
Haskell is recognized fM his leadership in a
&year effort to impiemeni a lxg+afm envbon-’
mental monitoring program ai Shanendoah. He
has obtained continued park and regional management and fiscal support, worked effectively
with university Scientists to design the program,
hired high quality staff, and integrated his staff
and orooram into Dark owations for lona-ierm
progia<viability.
The awards werescheduledfwformal prwn.
tation at the September Regional Directors’
meeting.

Southeast Region
Protecting Biological Diversity in the National
Parks: WorkshopRecommendations, Transaction
and Proceedings Series #9. is a handsomelyillustrated 80.page account of the May 1988workshop held
at Great Smoky Mountains NP Editors were Dominic
Dottavio, Peter F Brussard and John McCrone. Vem
Nippensteal’s pen and ink drawings oh the cover and in
the text depfct important examples of the rfch bfologfcal
diversity nattvetothe Great Smokies and the surrounding
southern Appalachians. Copiesareavailabefrom Donna
O’Leary, NPS Publications Coordinator, c/o Air Quality
Division. PO Box 25287, Denver, CO 80225.
t * *
Everglades NP has received additional funding for
an exotic plant control program in the East Everglades
Area (soon to be acquired as part of the park). The
funding ($792,000) is a result 01the mrtlgation requsements by the State Department of Environmental Reg
ulation for the Slate Department of Corrections to build
additionalcorrectionfacilltles.
Beginning in 1990, the South Florida Water Management District will also provide $60,000 each year for
the next3yearsofthe prqectaspart of overalltunding
($1.500,000) for exotic control in South Florida. These
funds augment ah already existing interagency fund
supported by Dade County Department of Environmental Resource Management (mitigation funds), the
State Department of Environmental Regulation (grant
requests from the “Pollution Recovery Act”) and Everglades NP As a result of past work and planned work
using new funding, we wfll have successfully controlled
over 3 million exotic trees covering over 75,000 acres
of quality wetlands.
t t t
The Southeast Region has established three new
divisions fn the Office 01 Science and Resource Management: (I) Coastal and Marine Ecosystem
Research; (2)Terrestrial Ecosystem Research, and (3)
Natural Resource Management and Policy. The ecosystem research approach is to develop information
lorthe management of ecosystems and environmental
concerns that are multi-park I” scope. Research and
research administration positions are belog established that will be attached to academic institutions to
develop specific elements of the ecosystem research
programs and to assist in developing I&M. data management, and GIS programs.
t . .
Cooperating in educational efforts related to park
problems is part of the miswn of CPSUs. and for the
past two years, at the UiTN CPSU. Dr. Stephen Nodvin
has organized a seminar course oh Environmental
Impacts to Natural Ecosystems. This year Nodvin will
assist in presenting ah Introductory Course oh Forest
Soils and Watershed Management. He will be part of a
team of scientists, cooperating to offer the course while
the shoes of reiihng Prof. Frank Woods are being filled.
Major topics of forest sotls and watershed management will be covered by Helga van Miegroet (Oak
Ridge National Lab) and Jim Patrick (USFS-retired).
Nodvin will handle ecosystem and park-related issues.
t . .
When Mrs. Marton E. Bailey of Large, FL. died on
Nov. 17,19&B she bequeathed nearly $130,000 to the
NPS “for the purpose of preserving and benef~tting
wtldlife.” Even as stgnificani ah amount as $130,000
would have disappeared in time had it been used for
direct funding of mdlvidual wildlife management or

research activities. A suggestion was made to c&e
an endowment fund to support wMe-related graduate research I” NPS areas in the Southeast Requests
for proposals went to five uwersities in the southeast
having graduate wildlife programs. The Clemson Uhfvarsity proposal, which offered as much as a 3-l ratio
of matching funds, was selected. A cooperative agreement now IS being established for administration 01the
Marion E. Bailey Scholarship Fund for W~ldllle Research
fn the National Parks of the Southeast Region.
. . .
A cooperative agreement was sfgned recently with
The Nature Conservancy to systematically search for
and compile existlog information on plants and ammals
of special concern to parks in south Flortda and the
Caribbean, with emphasis oh coral reefs and marfhe
ecosystems. Project costs will be shared equally by
NPS and TNC. The information collecled will be stored
in the South Florida/Caribbean Natural Heritage Data
Center housed at Everglades NP. The Data Center is
part of the nationwide network of Natural Hehlage
Program databases.

In another cooperatlve project the Southeast
Regional Olfice worked with TNC to develop a proposal far usmg the Natural Herltage Program network
to share btodiversity mformatlon across parks.
regtonal offices, and WASO. FundIng was prwded for
a pilot protect IInkIng the M&Atlantic and Southeast
Regions with WASO.
* . .
A major evaluation of several proposed waler delw
ery schedules Ior Everglades NP was produced by the
staff at the NPS South FlorIda Research Center. The
99.pages report plus appendices, recommends a
“Bax Rain-Driven’ water delivery schedule along
with major structural changes I” the dellvery system.
as the best plan lor reestablishing more natural hydrologlcal species I” the southern Everglades In
response to recent controversy regarding ecosystem
vs. endangered species approaches to Everglades
management, the SFRC report (edited by R A Johnson and J.C Ogden) demonstrates why the ecosystem
approach will also be most benellcial to the prtnclpal

meetings of interest
1990
Oct. 13-19, NATURAL AREAS/YOSEMITE CENTENNIAL SYMPOSIUM, at Yosemite NP
and the San Francisco Bay area; jointly sponsored by the Park and the Natural Areas
Assn.. “Natural Areas and Yosemite: Prospects for the Future;” contact:‘Coordinator,
Natural Areas/Yosemite
Symposium.
GGNRA,
Fort Mason Bldg., #201, San Francisco, CA 94123; (415) 556.1009;
FAX (415) 556-1399.
Nov. 12-15, RESOURCE TECHNOLOGY
90, Second International
Symposium
on
Advanced
Technofoav
in Natural Resource Manaaement;
at Georaetown
Universdv
Conference
Center,“~aehington,
DC. Contact Re&rce
Technolo9y
90, 2625 Redwina Road. Drake Executive
Plaza. Suite 120. Fort Collins. CO 80526.2878:
(303)
22611666; FAX (303) 226-1688.
Nov. 1217. SIXTH CONFERENCE ON RESEARCH IN THE NATIONAL PARKS AND
EQUiVALENT RESERVES, at the Westln Paso del Norte Hotel, El Paso. TX; Contact:
Conference
Committee
at (415) 556.1866.
Nov. 27-29, NEW PERSPECTIVES FOR WATERSHED MANAGEMENT; Balancing LongTerm Sustainabiltty
With Cumulative
Environmental
Change, sponsored
by ULNA
Center for Streamside
Studies and OR/St/U Col. of Forestry, at U/WA. Seattle. Contact: Continuing
Education,
Coil. of Forest Resources,
AR-lo.
U/WA. Seattle, WA
98195 (206) 543-0867.
1991
May 1419, INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SCIENCE AND THE MANAGEMENT
OF PROTECTED AREAS, at Acadia Unwrsity,
Wolfville, N.S. Canada. To aerve as a
forum for examining current perspectives
on the role of science in managing protected
areaa and the role of protected
areaa in the conduct,
support and promotton
of
scientific research,
and as a lead-up to the IUCN World Parks Conference,
1992.
Contact Neil Munro, Director, Policy Planning & Research, Canadian
Parks Service,
Atlantic Region, Environment
Canada,
Historic Properties,
Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada, B3JlS9.
May 19-23, THIRD ANNUAL SOCIETY FOR ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION CONFERENCE, in Orlando, FL. Contact SER, 1207 Seminole
Highway, Madison, WI 53711;
(608) 262.9547.
October (no date given in initial announcement), SOCIAL ASPECTS AND RECREATION RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM, Theme, “The WildlandiUrban
Interface,”
at Lake
Tahoe, interfacina
resource manaaer~
and actentista in small arouo drscussions
of
research
findings
Sponsored
by USFS, BLM, Society of ~Am&can
Foresters and
others. For information
write Debbie Chavez. SARR Svmoosium
Coordinator.
USDA
Forest Service, 4955 Canyon Crest Drive, Riverside. CA 92507.
Nov. 4-8. THIRD GLOBAL CONGRESS OF HERITAGE INTERPRETATION INTERNATldNAL, in Honolulu, to explore how effective tnlerpretation
can help protect natural
and cultural heritage while providing
meaningful
and memorable
experiences
for
residents and visitors. Contact: Gabriel Cherem, EMU Geography
& Bfology, Ypsilanti,
Ml 48197; (313) 487.0218,
or Ray Tabata. UH Sea Grant. (808) 948-3191.
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Southeast Region (Continued)
endangered spews (Wood Stork, Snarl Kite) potentially aflecled by the restoration program.
. . t
Davtd Moon, hydrologist, IS lrnishing set-up of an enhanced hydrologic network to monrtor water levels and
ra~nlall rn the Shark River Slough, Everglades NP Data
collection over the next two years wrll allow for assessment 01longterm hydrologic monitorng needs and provrde data necessary for hydrologic restoratron options. A
project methodology report will be publrshed this winter.

Midwest Region
The St. Croix National Scemc Aiverway brought out
the drvers and waders of the USFWS, the Wisconsin
Dept of Natural Resources. and its own stafl to check
on the status of the federally proposed-for-listing
winged Mapleleaf mussel @uadruia fragosa). Known
only from a 5.mile stretch 01the SI. Croix Ftver below a
hydroeleclrrc facility. the population beds may have
been severely impacted by dewalerrng and freezrng
temperaturesduring thewrnterof1989-90. Preliminary
results were not encouraging: only a few individuals
were found. Further monitoring conlinued during the
late mummer low water period.
. . .
P~pestone National Monument was chosen by the
Mann.Dept. of Natural Resources as one of the 5 host
sites for the Minnesota Prairie Heritage Day, held on
Aug. it, 1990. This was the fourth annual celebratron of
Prarrre Day I” Mrnnesota The day IS designed to focus
atlenl~on on the less than 1 percent remaining of orlginal prairie. which once consIsted of nearly 18 millron
acres. Pipestone NM was designated as a Natural
Heritage Area rn Mrnnesola in 1983.
. a .
A detailed vegetatron map of Plpestane NM. produced through a GIS at the Univewty of NebraskaLincoln. will help park stafl better manage the cultural
and natural resources of the monument. Using ARCI
INFO software a GIS IS being developed for
Pipestone To make the GIS possible. 12 to14 digitized
map layers must be produced. depictrng Iactors that
alfect vegetation type and dlstrrbutlon (e.g. slope
drainage. eleval~on. soil type historic land-use
changes and old fence knes) Slmllar projects are
slated for W~lson’s Creek National Battlelield in Missouri and Scot& Blufl National Monument I” Nebraska
t I I
For !he thrrd year. blologrsts from three land management agencies. a local unrversrty, a natronal con.
sarvat~ongroup. and key members of the public met at
Prctured Rocks National Lakeshore to discuss coordinated efforts laward protectIon and recovery of the
federally listed fendangered) prp,“g ploverjCharadrrus
melodus) Federal and state agencies have essenl~ally
no land holdings wIthin critical plover nesting areas.
Protection efforts thus rely almost entirely upon local
governments and private citrzens The Information that
was generated at the thrrd annual meeting has led
some resort owners who possess critrcal beach habitat totake a strong interest I” the plover. The Michigan
Dept. of Natural Resources has provided funds for
annual monitarrng and local governments have prohibited over the road vehicles on crrlrcal beach habrtal.
NPS cannot aflord to operate on the assumptron that
11sboundaries have biological meaning.

Mid-Atlantic
Chiel Scientist John Karish reports ava~labilrty 01 a
report by Julie Downs and Marc Abrams 01 PA/St/U
t&d Friendship Hill National Historic Sife Vegefalion Study [Tech Rpt. NPSIMARNRTR-90/045).
Notable lrndings include detailed sampling data from
an old-growth oak forest where over 90 percent of the
lrees are greater than 120 years old. some over 300.
I * 1
A Social Science Research plan for Delaware Water
Gap NRA has been developed by Gary Machlis, of the
Vislor Services Project Such a plan represents an organized. written strategy for acquiring socal science infor-

Shenandoah National Park
Science Advisory Board
The need to expand and strengthen the NPS
science program has been recognized for years.
This need was highlighted in the 1988 National
Park System review conducted by the Nattonal
Parks and Conservallon Association (NPCA).
Volume 11 tftfed. Research in the Parks, contained 14 ma)wrecommendations, one of which
was that Congress should establish a Science
Advisory Board(SAB) to provide an expert
assessment of NPS natural, cultural, and social
1 science needs and programs.
1
Thts need also has been raooantzad a! the
field level. Glacier NP has had a r&iw board in
operation for several years with very good
results. Shenandoah NP established its 7.mem.
ber Science Advtsoty Board (SAB] in Mayl990.
The first board meeting was held in conjultcticn
with the Park’s 12th Biennial Research and
Resource Management Symposium held in May.
The membeishrp IS made up of subject maner
experts in a wide range of areas including the
social sciences. They elected their own chair.
man, Dr. Robert Adams, head of the Department
of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences. Virginia Polytechnic lnaiitute and State University lnifialfyfow
of the members wili serve two year terms and the
remaining thiee members will serve for three
years. thus maintaining program continuity dun
ing lhe first few years. Allsecond terms will be for
three years.
The goal of the SAB is to assist the Park
Superintendent in the effective protect&? and
managemenl of the natural and cultural resources ot the park. As stated in the SAB by
laws, the primary focus wit1 be on pmvtding an
annual assessment of the effectiveness of the
park’s research programand how scientific info+
mat&m is used to make important decrsions.
Although the Board will not be asked to conduct
pear reviews. an exammatton 01 the pear ievieiN
process would be appropriate. The Board may
also be asked for rnput or evaluations 00 specific
managementproblemsordecisions. In response
to the SAB’s annual report on their fmdrngs. the
Superintendent agrees to rapiy in writing to spacific recommendations within 60 days. This process will awie timely feedback to the SAB on
how their efforts are affecting and contributing to
the decrston making process.
David A. Haskell
Shenandoah NP
10

matron usetul to park management The plan revrews
existing socral scrence research relevant to the park,
identifies research needs, and outlrnes a 4.year actron
planforimplementing socialscience atthe park. The plan
ISthe flrst of 11skind and is intended to represent a model
lor similar plans in other parks. Interested parsons may
contact Gary Machlis, U/ID, Dept. of Forest Resources,
Moscow, ID 83843; (208) 885.7129.
* t r
From David Haskell, Shenandoah NP’s Chief of Natural Resources and Sctence, comes news of the park’s
12th BiennIaI Research and Resource Management
Symposium May 10-11. The 12 papers given ranged
from “The Response of Black Bears to Gypsy Moth
Defoliation” to “Watershed Acidificatron and Spatial
Variability of Mountain Headwater Streams01 Shenandoah NP”
Second day drscussron groups locused on the
effects of acid depositron and ozone on park
resources, and the Shenandoah Related Lands Initiative. idenlifylng Information and research needs.
The flrst meeting of the park’s new Scrence Review
Bqard (see box) was held. This 7.member board was
established to provide oversrght and aswtance to the
park’s research program and to review annually the
application of science to the management decrsionmaking and problem-solving process.
. . .
During the May symposium at Shenandoah NP,
James Galloway was awarded the park’s Excellence in
Service Award for his outstanding contributon to the
piotectlon and management of the park’s natural
,esources. For the past 10 years, Dr. Galloway has
been the principal westigator lor the Shenandoah
Watershed study, a long-term research and monitoring
program conducted under cooperative agreement with
the park. The program is focused on gainmg better
understanding of watershed response to acid depw
tion and is the longest running watershed study within
an NPS unit. Dr. Galloway also is a member of the
park’s newly-formed Science Advisory Board.
+ t /
Five members of Shenandoah NP’s Division 01 Natural Resources and Science were presented with special achrevement awards lor autstandrng accomplish.
ments in 1989: Supervrsory Natural Resource
Special61 Rrck Potts. Admrnstratlve Assistant Debra
Sanders, Geographic Information System Specialist
Al~son T&or, Air Quality Specialist Jim Watkins, and
Air Quality Technicran Rolf Gubler.

Rocky Mountain
The Artificial Intelligence group at Colorado State University is investigating the possibility of forecasting backcountry and wrlderness recreation “se “sing innovative
computer techniques. The immediate project is a comparison of neural networks/back-propagation for tend
identification wrth exponential smoothing and boxjenkins. The protect leader is seeking test data sets and
wants to contact others interested in Al and forecastrng.
AdditIonal areas include embeddrng neural networks rn
GIS systems. Contact Douglas Pale. Dept. 01 Recreation Resources, Colorado Slate U, Fort Collins. CO
80523: (303) 491-6477 or6.591; FAX (303) 4912255.
. . .
Further submissioos from Rocky Mountain Region
wll appear n the Winter issue

Water Resources Division
Terence P. Boyle, Research Ecologist with the Water
Resources D~won. spent nearly a month in Argentina
and Uruguay last winter. anendIng the Primer Congreso L&no Americano de Ecologla meetmg in Montevideo, where he led a workshop on the use of
resource mventories in ecosystem risk assessment
and environmental protection; conferring wth various
scientists, and vlsitlng lnstitutlons in Argentina the
week before and after the Congress. Boyle described
the conference as similar in scope to an Ecological
Society of America meeimg, but expressed dlsappointmenl that regIonal problems we not presented
within a lramework that recognized the international
nature of such problems.
Boyle met with Marta Balderiote. head of the Argentine MAB committee, and her staff for discussion of
activities at Argentina’s lour MAB sites. One of the four
areas - Parque Dostero del Sur - consists 01a natrow
belt (30,000 ha) 01 Sparlina marsh and dune communities of C&s abutting the coast. This area, which
contains several small towns, has been discussed as a
potential sister area with Cumberland Island NS Ior
comparative studies with U.S. NPS and MAB.

North Atlantic
The recently established NPS Coastal Research
Center al the Univewty of Rhode Island, a CPSU. now
IS fully operational. Charles Roman, Unit Leader and
wetlands ecologist, along with James Allen (coastal
geomorphologist), PA. Buckley (seabird and colonial
waterbird ecologist), Howard Ginsberg (entomologistiinvertebrateecologlsi). and John Tanacredi (environmental toxicologistiecolog~st), form a diversified
NPS staft capable of addressing issues relevant to
coastal parks. Tanacredi, a Gateway NRA based scientist. will commit 30 percent time 10 the coastal unit
URI researchers. mostly serving in collaboration with
the NPS scientists as principal investigators, are
becoming actively integrated into numerous research
projects at North and Mid-Atlantic parks. Future collaboration with unltsof the Southeast Region is expected,
especially with respect to accelerated sea level rise
and related effects on coastal reso”rces and piocesses.
t . f
A two-day conference on Science and Resource
Management in the North Atlantic Region IS being
planned for late Winter-early Spring 1991. in Newport
RI. A similar conference in 1987 (Amherst, MA) was a
great success and we are looking lorward to providing
once again a forum for NPS and university researchers, resource management specialists, and superintendents to Interact. Please contact Regional Chief
Scientist Mary Foley or URliCPSU Leader Charles
Roman with recommendations for session topics.
. / t
Dr. Howard Ginsberg recently joined the OHice of
Scientific Studies. He is duty-stationed at the URl/
CPSU. For the past five years, Ginsberg has been an
assistant research professor at Rutgers University with
a research locus on tick ecology and Lyme Disease.
Working in conjunction with the Rutgers Cooperawe
Research Unit, his research focused on Fire Island
National Seashore and other parks of the North and
Mid-Ailantc Region. In his new positlon, How will
continue 10 pursue Ihe ecology of Insect-borne dw
eases as well as focusing on biodiverslty issues.

Northern Spotted Owl
Is Threatened
fn June, 1990, the USFWS deslgnaled the
northern spotted owl a threatened species
throughout its range under provisions of the
Endangered Species Act. The scientific basis for
this determination is presented in a concise
report prepared by a S-person “Icling team” of
USFWS b&gists (Anderson et al, 1990).
Briefly, the USFWSteam examined the habiial
relationships, populationdynamics, rates of habla! fragmentation. and the existing regulatory
mechanisms to protect the bird before iecwnmending threatened status. In one padiculariy
interesting cornpawn of owl occurrence and
reproducliveperformancetheymnclude
that the
‘:.. spotted owl habitat in protected areas [e.g.
wilderness areas and parks] is too fragmented,
isolated, and poor in quakty to support a viable
population otnofthem spotted owls:’ These independent analyses support and expand interpretat~ons on the status of the owl made earllet
by the Interagency Scientific ConImittee
(Thomas et al, 1990). They also underscore NPS
concerns that persistenceof the birds in national
parks, particularly the mountam parks of Washington and Oregon, may depend upon retaining
populations outside.

!4&WlCW

Statement IEIS] dealmg with the concerns expressed
by N3C The EIS IS exam~mng tlrewood management.
land protection. transportation, wilderness. sand, rock
and gravel extraction
sites and uses. and management
alternatives lor the Stehekln River
I I

I

Will the elk in Olympic NP persxt over t!me? That’s
the questlon constituting the title of an article by Douglas B Houston, Ed G. Schrelner. and Bruce B. Moorheadof Olympic NPand K.A Kruegerof Bellewe. WA.
I” the Natural Areas Journal Vol tO(i], 1990, pp 6-11
Recent studies of elk (Cervus eiaphus) d~str~butlon.
density, lkfe hablts, and vegetation relatlonships suggest that migratory subpopulatlons along the east side
may be vulnerable because of their low numbers and
increased urbanization of wmter ranges outside the
park. In contrast. subpopulat~ons along west side
drainages that winter in rain forests are thought to be
comparatively secure
. .

.

A draft final report on the Crater Lake hydrothermal
research begun I” 1986 at the behest of Congress (see
Park Science Spring 1989) IS due September 1990
from Drs. Jack Dymond and Robert C&r - two
oceanographers from Oregon State University. who
developed a research plan to exam!ne the lake floor lor
hydrothermal act!vtty. The report. describing three
years of dramatic and W?nsiveresearch, WIII go
through sclentlflc peer review, after which the Secretary of the lnter~or will use to to prepare his report to
Congress on the presence or absence of slgnlhcant
thermal features in Crater Lake NP

Alaska Region

Pacific Northwest
Dr. R Gerald Wright. Research Biologist at the NPS
CPSU at U/ID, has been selected from this region to be
on the NPS Liaison Committee, establtshed to facilitate communications with the National Academy of
Sciences Committee reviewing and evaluating sc~entific research in the NPS.
. .

.

After an early spring “stir”ow sighting of an adult wolf
in the drawdown of Ross Lake in the North Cascades
National Parkcomplex, automatic cameras were set up at
two locations within the Hozomeen area in the hope of
recording a wolf vlslt to the bait iwhich was roadkill ugulate parts) By mid-August the cameras were removed.
The camera crew had developed great photographs of
black bears, ravens. jays, mountain lions. and coyotes but no wolves, and no grizzly bears.
Meanwhile. several of the park staff (Ross Lake and
backcountry people) were trained in how to howl like a
wolf and how 10 recognize a wolf response Howling
transects were being conducted in the area throughout
the summer
. . *
In response to a lawsuit filed against the NPS by the
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, representing the
North Cascades Conservation Council (also known as
N3C), the NPS IS preparfng an Environmental Impact
11

Recent personnel changes in the Region’s Natural
Resources staff gives us the following field area I~neup: BerIng Land Bridge, Rich Hams, Glacier Bay, Mark
Schroeder; Katmal. JanIs Meldrum and Ron Squibb
Kenal Fjords, Bud Rice. Gates of the Arcl~c. Judy
Alderson; Lake Clark, Joe Fowler and Twnee Paul
McLaughlin, Northwest Alaska Areas. Lee Anne Ayres
and Jim Peterson, Wrangell-St. Elias. Russ Gal~peau
and BIII Rowdy Yukon-Charley Rovers,Steve Ulv and
Penny Knuckles: RegIonal Office, Trainee Sue MIIIs
. 1 .
Two radio-collated wolves (plus possibly more that
were not collared) were killed I” a snow avalanche I”
Denali. The collars permitted detection 01this mcident
of nature inthe raw. andrecoveryofthe carcasses. The
wolves were collared as part of an ongoing study under
PI. Dave Mech. FWS
* . .
Eplsodlceruptlonsof National Natural Landmark Mt
Redoubt have created a nuisance in Southcentral
Alaska since early winter with porttons of the landmark
in the form of ash disrupting airline sewce and generally dirtying the landscape. This spring when the ice
melted out of 45.mile-long Lake Clark, in Lake Clark
NP and Preserve. the water - mstead of Its usual
springlime deep turquoise color - was clouded with
ash. making it look more like it does at the end of a
summer, as a result of glacial silt. The redoubtable Dr.
Bob Stonlemyer, who has studied the lake. was summoned for a prognosis
Continued

on page 12

Everglades Classic Rewritten and Reissued
Alaska Region

(ContinuedJ

Papers presented al the 70th annual meeting of the
American Society of Mammaloglsts, Frostburg Slate
Univ.. June 9-13:
Dale, B.W. L.G. Adams. and R.T Bowyer (UAF),
Influence of late winter caribou availability on wolf predation (NRPP study m Gales of the Arctic); and
Rachlow. J.L. (UAF), and R.T. Bowyer (UAF). Use and
seledion of lambing habitat by Dali’s sheep (partial
AR0 funding. Denali)
. . .

William B. Robertson. Jr., Senior Park Biologist al
Everglades NP, has lovingly reworked the classic story
ofthe Evergladesand It has been beautifully published
by the FlorIda Nattonal Parks and Monuments Association. Inc. Writes “Dr. Bill” in his Preface:

This summer Alaska experienced one of the most
active wldflre seasons since records have been kept
An article on the 1990 fire season in Alaska and a
discussIon of the effectiveness and efficiency of the
interagency fire management plans is promised for the
ranter issue.

National Capital
Seth Riley, wlldlIle biologist at the Center Ior Urban
Ecology (CUE), gave a paper on “Population Estimation lor Raccoons (Procyan lotor) in an Urban National
Park: 1982-1983’ at the 70th annual meeting of the
American Society of Mammalogists in Frostburg, MD
John Hadidlan of CUE and David Man31 of Cape Cod
NS were co-authors.
. . .
John Short, $011sc~ent~slat CUE. IS the PI lor two
research projectsstudylngthe urban so~lsofthe Washington Monument grounds The lirst project is designed
to physically and chemically characterize these soils
and to evaluate taxonomic criteria proposed for use
with them. Prellmlnary results indicate that. as
expected. the ~011sare highly compacted, have a variable organic matter conlent, a relatively high pH, and
contarn many contrasting layers of 5011materI& in a
single profIle.
Short has Initiated a project to characterize the soil
atmosphere of the Monument grounds soils. The compacted nature 01 the solI adversely alters the soil
atmosphere and therefore quantitative data about
these changes are needed. The methodology for
obtaining samples has been selected and field
sampling will begin soon.
+ .

*

The report “Prel!mlnary Assessment of the Suscep
tlbihlies of Non-Target Lepidopteran Species lo
Bacillusthurlngiensls (B.t.) and Dlmllln Used lor Gypsy
Moth Suppression” has been completed. Coptes of the
report. by Adrienne Venables of the U/MD Dept. of
Enlomology, can be requested lrom Dr. James L. Sherald. CUE. Nal~onal Cap&a Region. NPS. ii00 Ohlo Dr..
SW.. WashIngton DC 20242.
. * .
LimIted lnvestlgatlonsconcerning ecology 01hydrilla
in the freshwater Potomacestuary have been reinstituted due to a dramatic population collapse jn the study
area in 1989. The collapse. which was unexpectedly
strong and almosttotal ~nseveral reaches, has spurred
nvestigation along several hnes. Were such factors as
turbidity and cloud cover alone enough to cause complete loss of plants? To what extent will hydrilla or other
local submersed aquatic vegetation repopulate the
supposedly vacant niche undertheenvironmental conditlons extant I” 19901 Will heretofore weak

pathgogens and insects play a more dominant role in
controlling hydrllla where the hydrilla population may
be stressed?

Western Region
The Region is in the process of establishing a CPSU
technical report series, to consist of piepublication
malerlal from research conducted in National Parks
located withln the Colorado Plateau. Anyone Interested in bang on the mailing list for these reports
should send name. address. and affillatlon (where the
reports should be sent) to Charles van Riper Ill, Unit
Leader; NPSICPSU, Center for Colorado Plateau
Studies, Box 5613, Northern Arizona University, Flag
stafl, AZ 86011
I

. f

An 80.pageTechnical Report (#40). by John A. Sacklin (in partial fulfillment 01his master’s degree in business
administration at Humboldt Slate University in Arcata,
CA), evaluates the opeiatlons evaluation process wlthin
theNPSandfindstheprocess barelyworththeenortaslt
now functions. One 01 the strongest recommendations
wasformoreand better follow-up, providing ncentiveand
mertt pay systems to reward excellence based on the
Operations Evaluation process. and revisiting troublesomeareasat a laterdateta see what progress has been
made. Also recommended was that Operations Evaluatlonsresults beanalyzed to helpjustily Servicewldelundmg increases.
12

‘Ins well as I can remember, I wrote the original draft
of Everglades - The Park Sfory in two or three heclic
weeks durzng the summer 011958. Dan Beard said he
wanted a park book and one didn’t like to keep him
wting. Afterthecustomaryedltoriaiagonies,
the book
appeared a year or so later. suitably clothed in Dade
Thornton’s fine photographs. At that time it cost a mere
buck and it stayed in print for nearly 20 years. whtle
south Florida changed around It.
back from 1988. those days seem unimaginably
remote. The parkwas still in its age of innocence: small
stafi. nol much money, 20.hp outboards. few visitors.
Specialization was a luxury we couldn’t afford and
serendipity lived.”
The Preface goes on to describe the “archaic,
unprogrammed zest” of the place then -days when
“the glades flooded or they didn’t flood, an act of God
and that was that.” And it winds up thts way:
“Let us hope that the park continues relatively
unscathed through the next several decades of testing
confrontations and ltnal adjustments. Then, when
mne~ne else sits down to write a better Park Story
after a while, he can speak of wood storks and panthers and everything else that makes southern Florida
wildlands such a glory to behold.”
One doubts that a “a better story” will ever be wtten
about the Everglades. Robertson’s insights have provided the framework for 30 years of park research and
re~oume management, and he IS one of the few scientists whose writing skills match his scientificexpertise.
This version of the book also is “suitably clothed”with photographs by Glenn Van Nlmwegen. whose
work has appeared in Smithsonian,
Audubon,
National Wildlife, and other publications
For informatIon on the book. contact Florida National
Parks and Monuments Assn., Inc., PO Box279, Homestead, FL 33030.

letters
To the Editor:
If Park Science had a society column, thls IS the
type 01 note it would carry:
‘In 1989 a female peregrine hacked at Isle Royale in
1988 found a mate from Chicago and nested successfully on a building in downtown Milwaukee, Wisconsin.”
and they lived happily ever after!
The quoted material is from Ecological Studies of
Wolves on Isle Royale, Annual Report, 1989-90, Roll
0 Peterson, School of Forestry and Wood Products,
Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Ml.
Also, you may want to do an article soon on the
razorback sucker, an ugly fish that 6 jusl being proposed as endangered and which we have in Glen
Canyon and Lake Mead. It’s the fourth fish to be listed
from the Colorado River system and symbolic of the
entire issue of development and water use all over the
west Am. Fisheries Sot. identified southwestern fish
as the most endangered in the U.S. last year and said
the trend is down. Most people don’t think of fish when
they think of endangered spews.
Margaret Osborne
Endangered Species Program Analyst
NPS Washington Office
Editor’s Note: Margarethas kept us oo the ballabout
desert Iortoises, Florida panfhers, red wolves, and
orher rare and endangered sharers of fhe planet. We
acknowledge her participation with enthusiastic
thanks.

’
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CHANGE

This special section discusses potential
Impact and Implications for the NPS

The greenhouse effect is real-a natural function of
various constituent gases in the atmosphere that limit
the radiation of heat energy from the Earth to outer
space. Without the greenhouse effect, the Earth’s sw
face would be about 60 degrees C cooler
The overarchrng indicator of global change is a parsistent trend toward worldwide climate change that
goes beyond so-called normal variation and that
seems likely to lead to intensified and unpredictable
events in nature.
The concern of the world’s governments and the
scientific community is manifest in unprecedented
basic research rnitialives to detect, understand. and
predict global change. These initiatives involve an
expanding nehvork for cooperation in setting research
priorltles and objectives and gathering, sharing, star.
ing, retrieving, and utilizing relevant data. U.S. participation in these initiatives is backedby a substantial
budget Ior global change research (see Table 1).
The greenhouse effect has become an issue of
global concern because
* the cumulative eflects of human (anihropogenic)
influences in increasing the concentration of greenhouse gases appears to be either causing climate
change or accelerating natural cycles and trends, and
* these changes seem to be occurring at a rate 10 to
60 times faster than any known previous climate
change.
The evidence so far shows the Earth to have
warmed about 0.5 degree C (about 1 degree F) in the
past 100 years. Although a number of periods of both

Linkagesamong biological, chemicalandphysicalprocessescriticailoourunderstand~ng
ofglobalchange on a
decade-to-century time scale. Arrows refer to the seven first research priorilty questions as described in TheIGBP
Global Chanoe Reoorf. #12. 1990.
cooling and warmingtookplaceduringthattime.
thesix
warmest years on record all have occurred within the
pastdecade. TheEarthnowiswarmerthan
at anytime
rn recorded history.
lfglobal warming isinfactoccurring,the actual mean
temperature increase involved will not be the primary
focus of concern for natural resource managers.

Table1: FY 19901991U.S.Global Change Research Program Focused Bud{ret

Rather, it will be the magnttude, frequency, geographic
extent. and duration of the clrmatic “events”- the episodic eventsof wlldfire, hurricanes, drought, etc. -that
could accompany even a modest overall warming.
These are the krnds of events that are known to cause
significant changes in ecosystems. These changes, if
Continued on page 2
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e AssistantSecretary of the Intenor for Fish, WldMe, and Parks is the Departmental overseer of the NPS Global Change Program, which is headed by NPS Assista
Director for Nafural Resources Eugene Hester The Global Change Program orgamaf;onal chart is available from the Regional Chief Scientrsfs and from the new Washington
Office Global Change Program Coordinatoz Pete Comanor. (Seebio, page8.) (Jabfe:From USGC Research Program Report for FY 1991, pp. 18-19.)

and when they occur, will define the new limits within
which resource managers will have to operate.
Circumstantial Evidence
The evidence on the climatological effects of
anthropogenic increases in carbon dioxide. methane,
nitrous oxide, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and several minor greenhouse gases is circumstantial. But
most global circulation models (GCMs) indicate that.
w!th an equivalent doubling 01 CO2 levels by mid-2lst
Century, the average global temperature can be
expected to increase by 3 to 5 degrees C (5 to 9
degrees F) (lotergovernmeotal Panel on Climate
Change. May 2,199O).The probability of an increase of
this magnitude is subject to considerable debate,
although eve” conservative authorities concede It at
least a 50-50 chance-a probability level that. from a
policy perspective. warrants slgnliicant concern.
In addition to the direct effects of climate change, an
accelerated rise in sea level is expected as a result of
warming-induced expansion of the oceans and potential melting 01 polar IX According to the IPCC Report
(relerenced above).
“By 2030, even if greenhouse lorcing increased no
further, there would still be a commitment lo a contlnuing sea level rise for many decades and even centuries. due to delays in climate. ocean, and ice mass
responses Sea level would go on rlsmg from 2030 to
2100 by as much again as lrom 1990 to 2030, due to
the effects of pre.iO30 greenhouse gas increases
alone:’ (See Ftqures, p. 71
Changes much larger than those suggested by the
GCMs have occurred many times in the Earth’s geologic history and no doubt are likely to occur naturally
sometime in the planetary luture. However. never in
human recorded hlstory have such global climatic and
related changes occurred at the rate projected and
wth the degree of human involvement that IS now
being westlgated.
Uncertainties Abound
Many uncertainties cloud our predictions, partlcularly with regard to the timing, magnitude, and regional
patterns of climate change. These uncertainties stem
particularly loom our incomplete understanding of:
- the sources and sinks oi greenhouse gases. which
affect predIctIons al future concentrations:
- the role of clouds, which strongly influence the
magmtude 01 climate changes:
* Ihe role of the oceans. which influence the timing
and patterns 01 climate change:
* the role of polar ice sheets. which aflecl predlclions of sea-level rise
These dynamic earlh system processes are partlally understood. Proposed research WIII reduce the
uncertainties, but the complexity 01the overall system
means that surprises cannot be ruled out, particularly
with regard to natural systems.
Potential Management Problems
The potential ecological effects of a 3 to 5 degree C
annual global warming projected to occur by mid-21sl
Century we dIscussed in the Conference on Consequences of the Greenhouse Effect for Biological Diversity. organized by the World wildlife Fund and cosponsored by the NPS and other agencies in October, 1988.
The Conlerence provided a valuable summary of the
kinds 01effects likely to be of spew interest lo natural
RSOUrCemanagers.
Some notable examples nclude changes in timing
and rates of snowmelt, and associated effects such as
acid pulse: and changes in the frequency of hurwanes. with reduced productivity of mangroves and
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other hurricane-iniluenced ecosystems. For some
plant spews. the direct effects of rising levels of CO2
in increasing the rate 01photosynthesls (the so-called
“CO2 lertilization”
effect) and reducing evapotranspiratlon could be significant, with potential ramifications at the ecosystem, biome. and biosphere levels. Robin Graham, Mowa Turner. and Virginia Dale
have provided an excellent overview 01 the state of
knowledge of the effects 01 CO2 and climate change
on forests in the September 1990 issue of BioScience.
There may be major shtlts in distribution of common
forest trees. Preliminary research indicates that the
range of such Important deciduous forest species as
sugar maple, beech, yellow bsch, and eastern hemlock
might have to shift 500 km northward under global
warmmg, with accompanying extInctIon throughout
much of their exlstlng ranges. Failure 01reproduction in
areas outside aspeaes’climatolog~cal limits IS likely to
be an early sign of change.
Targets of Heat Stress
Animalsthat require multiple habitats for completing
their lile cycles, such as amphibians and migratory
birds. could experience signllicant stress. Heat stress
could affect the surwal of embryos 01ground-nesting
birds, animals such as pocket mice that burrow underground to reduce heat loads, and cold-blooded specles. such as many desert lizards. with distributions
determined by temperalure. It also could encourage
ncreased aggression. competitlon, and other behw
ioral impactson many animals. Natural shifts in ranges
may be especially difhcult for animals with low lecunduty or low natural rates 01dispersal. Animalsknown to
be subject to temperature-induced switching of sex
ratios, such as some turtles and geckos, could be at a
2
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particular disadvantage.
Species relationshtps. such as plant-herbivore interactions. and the distribution and abundance of parasites could change. The possibility of rapld proliferation
of species, including disease organisms, able to
invade habitats aflected by climatic stress and related
disturbances, such as wIldfIre, is a major concern.
A Letter To The Parks
The list of ecological resources and regions likely to
be especially vulnerable to the effects of climate
change reads like a letter to the National Park System:
Arctic tundra. and boreal forests: alpine, subalpIne and
r&t communities; western forests; coastal lagoons,
marshes. and coastal barriers; coral reefs: and many
populations of endangered. threatened. rare. and
endemic species. GCMs are in general agreement that
the magnitude of global warming is likely to be greater
at high latitudes and !n mid-continental areas In North
Amew, these are areas where the National Park
System IS particularly well represented.
A large Inventory of the nation’s cultural resources
also is potentially at risk from the effects of global
change. Sea level rise could threaten lighthouses,
coastal iortlfications, archaeological sites, and other
cultural resources in coastal areas. Rising groundwater levels could result in structural damage to foundatlons of historic structures in affected areas. Increased
precipitation in arid areas would adversely affect
adobe and other climate-sensitive materials.
Overall, the ecologlcal and cultural heritage
included in the National ParkSystem, byanymeasure,
ranks high on the list of resources at r!sk from the
effects of global change.
Continued on page 7

NPS Biogeographical Research Areas
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This map illustrafes the location of the 11biogeographicareas selected for inclusion;n the FY 1991GlobalChangeResearchProgram.They are numberedas lo/lows: 1,
ColoradoRockies;2, Florida Keys;3, GlacierNationalParhArea; 4, Great Basin;5, NorthwestAlaska; 6, OlympicPemsula; 7. OzarkHighlands;8, SonoraoDesert; 9,
SouthernBlue Ridge: 10,Southernand Cenlral Sierra Nevada;II. WesternLake Forest.Number12;ndicafesthe location of the coastal barrier thematic program.

Each of these programs will encourage interdisciplinary and
interagency cooperation within the biogeographic area, as well
as cooperation with research programs in other biogeographical areas and internationally on particular research themes.
The thematic initiatives, which will be identified as the long-term
program matures, will provide the basis for NPS scientific
leadership.
Please turn to page 4.

Because we are a managementagencyand must manage in
a biogeographic
context, the NPS has adopted a biogeographic approach to its global change research tasks.
Each of the biogeographic areas selected to prepare Global
Change Operations and Conceptual Research Plans will build
a program that addresses the basic scientific questions posed
by the U.S. Global Change Research Program while also
providing the basic understanding needed to develop adaptive
management policies and programs.
3

The following section provides thumbnail sketches
01global change research concepts being considered
for inclusion !n the NPS Global Change Research Program. A twelHh description is included for the coastal
barriers thematic initiative.
Colorado Rockies. (core park: Rocky Mountain
NP) The proposed program will follow an hierarchical
approach, rangmg from fhe study of global and
regional effects of global change to those on the landscape and local levels. This global change research
will utilize regional climate models to deferm~ne powble scenarios: these scenwos will then be used to
predict ecological effects. An analysts of preclpltation
amounts. seasonalities, and mfens~t~esWIIIbe undertaken. A paleoecalagy component Includes a study of
historical records ofdebrisflows. Addilional studies will
cover the rnpacts on lakes and streams. and vegetation changes due 10changing characteristics and loss
01 SOlI.
Florida Keys. (core parks: B~scayne NP, Everglades NP Fort Jeflerson NM! The proposed program
centers on the ZOO+&-long FlorIda Keys coral reef
track from Biscayne NP to Fort Jefferson NM. This
program includesastudyolthesensif~v~tyof Ihe corals
themselves to factors associated with global change,
such as temperature change and sea level rise, and
will investigate the possibility of a drowning of the coral
reef system due to sea level rise and potential adverse
effects of increased water temperature. This research
program WIII correlate the reconstruction of pale&
mates based upon records contained in coral, such as
changes in salinity and deep water upwelling, with
contemporary monitoring of regional sea water temperature, currents and salinity, Slud~esofiheeffectsof
storm intensity on seagrass and coral reef producfiwfy
also have been proposed.
Glacier. (core park: Glacier NP) The proposed program has four primary components. Investigators plan
toconduct a landscape analysts. with an emphasis on
ecotones and shifting landscape patterns, and will
study the d~verslty of topography and the possibility of
rapidly shifting ecological boundarles. The Alpine zone
will also be studled; researchers antlclpate that IhIs

zone may change dramatically, but are not certain yet
how dramatic the change will be. A third component is
watershed analysis, and a study 01 lhe links between
weather patterns. A paleoecology component also IS
planned. mcluding lake sediment analysis, tree ring
coring, pollen profile analysts, and glacier coring, with
the posstbility 01 as much as a 12.000 year history.
Great Basin. (core park: Great Basin NP) The proposed program is primarily comprised of baseline
moniforlng studies. It will ufllize a system of remote
weather stations and an upgraded. Class I a!r quality
monitoring station. Paleoecolog~cal studies (parlicularly dendrochronology) will be used as a tool for
understanding the past and as clues to the future. The
program WIII investigate r&f spews and biogeography, as well as plant community fluctuations. with
respect to elevatIonal gradients and Great Basin’s
location at the convergence of three weather systems
In addillon, the Great Basin program will examine the
chemical and biological sensitlwty 01 small water.
sheds.
Northwest Alaska. (core parks.Bering Land Bridge
NP Caoe Krusenstern NM. Noatak NP) The proposed
program focuses on comparison of the impact of climatic change with other forces (e g.. herbivores, lire) on
the sensitive re~wrces 01 the Arctic regions. The program will Include studies on response of the tree line to
temperature change. The impact of global change on
aquatics also WIIIbe mvestlgated. With 27 percent of
the world’s soil carbon stored in Arctic peat soil and
permafrost, the potential for mass release of carbon
dioxide and methane Into the water is significant. The
program WI! monitor and study changes in this soil and
permafrost. In addition, the potenllal implications of
global change lor native people will be studied.
Olympic Peninsula. (core park: Olympic NP) The
proposed program concentrates primarily on subalpine and alplne environments. Asthe Olympic Peninsula has, wIthIn a relatively small area, some of the
wenest and drresf areas in the United States, changes
in preclpltation patterns and quantlbes and their relation to global change could have slgnllicant effects. 01
particular interest IS the physiological response 01

Paleoarcheologyrorelationfo
the GlobalCha~geprogramm~olvesnotonlythe
saving ands!“dymgofprehistoric
ruins but the nvestigahon of how the iohab!tants adapted to ewrronmentai condrtions (and how. in some cases,
they seem 1ohave given up 10the face of these changedcondi1ioos.j This is lnscrrption House Rum al Navajo NM 10
ArIZona.
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treesand other vegetation at high elevationsand moldgrowth forests to the effects 01 global change. The
program Includes research on global change effects
on stream hydrology and chemistry. In addition, the
program will exarmne the effects of changing environmental conditions on the phywal and ecologlcal processes associated wlthdlsturbances such as lire. avalanches, and glaciation.
Ozark Highlands. (core parks: Buffalo NSR, Ozark
NSR) The proposed program concentrates primarily
on aquatic resources. The effects of global change on
the spring-fed aquatic systems 01 Ozark NSR will be
compared wth the effects on the precipitation-fed systems of Buffalo NSR. The correlation of red cedar
chronology and stream flow regimes will be westig&d, and the current records WIII be expanded to
develop a model of the predicted effects of global
change. The plants and animals of the Ozark springs.
and fhe dlstributlon and abundance of fish. will be
studied to determine their sens~t~wtyto global change.
Social wentisis will study potential effects on recreational uses, and conslrucl correlative models “sing the
“dust bowl” records of the 1930s.
Sonoran Desert. (core park: Organ Pipe Cactus
NM) The proposed program studies how climate
affects species distribution and structure in the desert
environment. The nwestlgators WIII integrate existing
primary data sets into a geographic informaflon system designed far the global change program. SpecIfIc
actlvitles Include monitoring so11moisture and temperature and relating these propertlesto senslbve animal spews such as the desert toriwe, and cornpar.
lng remote Organ Pipe Cactus NM and urban impacted
Saguaro NM for d~ffeiences in ecosystem response to
climatic change effects in an effort to factor oul
anthropogenic faders. In addition. researchers plan lo
experiment with enwonmental manipulation (e.g.,
“rain-out shelters”) for modeling purposes.
Southern and Central Sierra Nevada. (core park.
Sequoia-Kings Canyon NP) The proposed program
focuses primarily on disturbance regimes in forested
ecosysfems. changes in the tree line ecotone. and
global change effects on species such as fhe giant
Sequoiathat might ensue. Thisprogram will alsostudy
the tree line ecotone. Models will be developed to
predict the types of changes that could be expected
under varying climatic condllions. Investigators also
plan to monitor what IS happening today, such as sludying reproductive modes and dispersal, so that climate change could be detected as it occurs. In addition, the study will focus on paleohistorical studies to
provide data to test models of climate, disturbance,
and biotic change.
Southern Blue Ridge. (core park: Great Smoky
Mountains NP) The proposed program includes a
characterization of selected sens~tlve ecological communities and species and their microcl~mafes, and will
attempt to correlate soil temperature and moisture
regimes with the population dynamics of potentially
~enswe species in old-growth forested watersheds
Also planned ISa model to predict ecosystem destabilization associated with climate change. development
of models of community distribution, watershed processes and response, and applicailon of these models
in Shenandoah NP and Great Smoky Mountains NP
The investigators plan to cooperate with the Southern
Appalachian Man and the Biosphere Cooperative in
studying human influences pertaining to global
change.
Western Lake Superior. (core parks: Isle Royale
NP. Voyageurs NP) The proposed program focuses on
the fringe boreal forest of the Western Lake Forest

province, with emphasis on change in the nitrogen
cycle as an early indicator of climate change. The
program VIII involve contributing sites to the north and
west of the core research areas to study the vegetation
that mayreplacethe boreal forest. lnvestlgators plant0
contribute to a multi-agency university study of the
climate of Lake Superior, as well as to collaborate with
the Canadian Park Service on boreal forest monitoring
studies. The program also plans to institute studies on
subsistence and small-scale economic fishing in Lake
Superior and Canadian border lakes.
Coastal Barriers. The coastal barrier islands constltule one of the most dynamic natural systems within
the National Park System. Theathematic research program, which in FY 91 will focus primarily on the MidAtlantic NPS units, will be expanded in the out-years to
Include NPS units on the entire Atlantic and Gulf seaboard. The monitoring and research program will
investigate the processes that are directly linked with
the physical and biological systems that will respond to
a change in climate; sea level. storm frequency and
magnitude, air and water temperature, prwpitation,
and tidal wetland dynamics. Modeling and state-ofthe-art GIS will be the foundation of this themabc
research program.

An example of the global change research concepts
that will be considered for inclusion in the NPS Global
Change Research Program is shown below.

COLORADO ROCKIES GLOBAL CHANGE PROGRAM
GLOBAL

CHANGES IN GLOBAL CLIMATE
DUE TO INCREASING CONCENTRATIONS
OF GREENHOUSE GASES,
CHANGES IN LAND USE

INCREASED
UV-8 RADIATION

I
REGIONAL

CHANGES IN REGIONAL

DEPOSITION

I
WATERSHED
OR
LANDSCAPE

CHANGES IN
HYDROLOGIC

LIFE HISTORIES

1
LOCAL

LAKE AND STREAM
PROPERTIES
CHANGES IN
COMMUNITIES AND
POPULATIONS

embers in circles are hypothesis numbers which were discussed 10 fhe proposal
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Meet Pete Comanor
Peter L. Comanor, auf new WAS0 Global
Change Program Coordinator, took the reins ot
the Global Change Program from Bill Gregg it
August 27. Pete, who comes from the Bureau of
Land Management where he headed their Office
of Budget and Managemenl Support. has had a
long and varied careel, with positions ranging
lmm twelve years at the University of Nevada at
Rena to a Smithsonian assignment in Ceylon.
P&received hs B.S. inGeology and his M.S. R
Botany from Florida, and his Ph.D. in Ecology
horn Rutgers.
When Pete is not on the job, he eqoys visiting
historic and natural areas, listening to music, and
chores (perhaps he could clean John Dennis’s
&lice!) We lookfoward to having Pete on board.
Ii you’d like to get a hold of him. ha can be
reached al (2021 343.8126 (FTS 343-8126).

Tree lines march up and down mounla~n s14es 10 ihs beat of changrng clrmate regrmes.

Global Change Mitigation
and Adaptation Research
The CEES is coordinating applied research relating
to global change response strategies through the
recently established Working Group on Miligatlon and
Adaptalion Research Stralegles (MARS). In July, the
NPS forwarded concepts for 8 research lnitiatlves to
the Department for consideration in planning the interagency MARS program:
(1) Adaptive Resource Management in the NPS, a
series of workshops and symposia to provide the scientific basis for developing management responses to
the effects of global change on NPS natural and culturn resources;
(2) Vulnerability of Natural Ecosystems and Species, to develop information syntheses and methodologies for assessing potential risks to sensitive
NPS ecological resources from hypothwzed effects
of global change.
(3) Biogeographic Cooperatives, to assess existing
and potential cooperative mechanisms for addressing
global change issues relating in particular blogeographical areas.
(4) Fire As an Adaplive Ecosystem Management
Tool. lo synthesize informal~on on the relationship
between pre- and post- iire cl~matological conditions
and the course of ecological succession I” selected
biogeographical regions. The program would support
adaptive management of vegetation under potential
climate change scenarios.
(5) Risk Management on Coastal Systems, a longterm research and modeling program to support adap
tive management of NPScoastal barriers underpotentealchanges in sea level. and the magnitude and iotensity and tracks 01 coastal storms.
(6) Adaptive Management of Public Recreation, to
assess relationships between past shor!+erm climatic
changes and public recreational uses of National
Parks to support contingency planning
(7) Adaptation of Small-Scale Societies, to utlllze
applied anthropology to assess adaptations of native

and other small.scale societies to the potential effects
of climate change
(8) Cultural Resource Preservation Research, to
develop a strategy Ior adapting national preservation
policy to respond to the environmental effects assoc~
ated with global change.
The interagency MARS research program is still III
the early planning stage. During the next year.
emphasis isexpected to be on interagency planning in
preparation for implementing substantial research
beginning in FY 1993.

For more information.. .
For more inlormatmn, the following publications are
recommended. A lImited number of cooies are avail.
able lrom David Figlio. WAS0 Wildlife and Vegetation
D~vxon. PO. 60x37127. Washington, DC20013-7127.
(202) 343.8133.
Committee on Earth and Environmental Sciences,
Our Chansina Planet: the FY 1991 Global Chanqe
Flesearch~r~gram. 1990. currenlly in draft, execut~e
summary available.
Environmental ProtectIon Agency, EPA Journal,
Jan /Feb 1989.
Intergovernmental Panelon Climate Change, May 2,
1990 draft report.
National Science Foundation Mosaic, Fallwinter
1988.

tecreationisfs at Ass&ague island National Seashore, along with NPS park-users everywhere, may fin
themselves having to make adjustments 10their use palterns 10response to management necessitated by climate
changes
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The NPS Global Change Research Program
By Bill Gregg, MAB Coordinator for NPS
To understand and address global change eflects on
ecosystem processes, and related eHects on species
distributions and lifecycles. willrequire unprecedented
cooperatton at many levels interdisciplinary cooperation among global change researchers: among
research. educational, and management speciallsis in
participating NPS areas; between these NPS special.

ists and others in the same biogeographic area; and
among specialists in different biogeographical areas.
including a strong emphasis on building international
linkages. To losler the required multi-level cooperation,
the NPS adopted the biosphere reserve model Ior
developing its long-term global change research program.

In this model, a biogeographic area, defined on the
basis of physical and biological Iactors and humanenvironment interactions, provides the geographic
framework for developing cooperative programs. Each
biogeographic area contains from one to several NPS
units as core research areas that will serve as the
Continued on page 8

Continued

work Climate Convention; and a comprehensive
rewew of potentlal policies and their Implications.
‘#s the research component of this process, the U.S.
Global Change Research Program is designed to
reduce key scientific uncertainties and to develop
more reliable scientific predictions, especially predictions of changes in regional climate, upon which sound
policy strategtes and responses can be based”
The CEES has structured the U.S. research program around seven interdisciplinary science elements:
* Climate and Hydrologic Systems
* Biogeochemical Dynamics
* Ecological Systems and Dynamics
* Earth System History
* Human Interactions
- Solid Earth Processes
* Solar Influences
The CEES has established lechnical Task Forces to
coordinate interagency programs under each wence
element, and additional task forces to coordinate
aciivties in the areas of modeling. data management,
international coordination, industry and global change
science. outreach and communicahons. and educa-

tlon and training. NPS specialists are parliclpating on
11 01 the CEES Task Forces.

from page
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Policy Implications
A readingof the possibleconsequencesof GCCwill
suggest immediately to resource managers the drastically changing nature of their responsibil~t~es and
tasks in the decades ahead. Policy issues, both nearand long-term, raise some interesting questions The
NPSwlll be concernedinanear-term context with such
questions as:
(1) Under conditions of rapid habitat change. should
NPS change its management philosophy of minimal
intervention7
(2) How should climate uncertainty be incorporated
into NPS planning activities?
(3) Should NPS become a more actwe cooperator in
maintaining ecosystems outside park boundaries7
(4) What should be the NPS role in generating scientlfic information for detecting, understanding. and predicting global change effects?
(5) To what extent should NPS educate the public on
the effects of global change?
Longer-term policy issues give rise to a different set
01 questions:
(1) Should NPS adopt a policy of active vegetation
management?
(2) Under what conditions should NPS participate in
national or international efforts to rehabilitate
degraded ecosystems?
(3)TowhatextentshouldNPSencourageexs1tumaintenance as a means 01 perpetuating native species?
(4) Underwhatconditionsshouldthe NPS ~niervenelo
prevent, mitigate, or lessen the effects 01sea level rise?
(5) To what extent should potential sea level rise and
climate change be considered in NPS land purchases
and boundary modifcations?
How Does The U.S.Fit Into
the World Research Picture?
The U.S. Global Change Research Program IScoor.
din&d bytheworking GrouponGlobalChangeofthe
interagency Committee on Earth and Environmental
Sciences (CEES). The overall goal 01the U.S. Program
is to “establish the scientific basis for natlonal and
international policymakmg relating to natural and
human-induced changes in the global Earth system:’
In the executive summary 01Our Changing Planet:
The N 1991Research Plan of the U.S. Global
Change Research Program. the CEES underscored
the Administration’s commitment to improwng our
understanding of the process and implications of
global change:
“Recognizing the prolound economic and social
implications of responding to global environmental
changes. the President has set in motion a comprehensive process designed lo continue U.S. leadership
on this issue This includes an accelerated, focused
research eHort; active participation in international collaborative efforts intended to culmnate in a Frame-
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NPS Research Categories
The NatIonal Park Servtce will be conducting global
change research within tour of the seven Interdisciplmary science elements designated by the CEES.
Under Ecological Systems and Dynamics, the NPS
wll conduct studies to understand the global change
Meractions at the population, community, watershed
and landscape levels.
Under Earth System History, NPS will be conducting
a variety of paleostudies to provide evidence of past
climate change and its effects.
Under Human Interactions, our resource ethnography program will look at the etiects of climate change
on subsistence and other ecosystem uses 01 native
and other small-scale societies.
And linally, under Solid Earth Processes, we will
study Ihe dynamics of coastal systems as aHecled by
sea level we and changes in Ihe frequency, Intensily,
and tracks of coastal storms. with emphasis on NPS
coastal barriers.
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The Invisible Place

from page 7)

primary NPS sites lor developing co&n&d
longterm tnterdisclpl~nary research programs The core
research areas are either designated untts of the
UNESCO’s lnternakmal Network of Biosphere
Reserves. currently under study, or are considered
potentially suitable for designation.
Contributing Areas
In addition to the core research areas, other NPS
units in the biogeographic area wtll serve as contributtng areas. The contributing areas will provide study
opportun~kes by virtue of addttional data sets through
cooperative monitoring and research. and from natural
or cultural resources not present in the core research
areas. The participating NPS units in each biogeographic area will develop their research programs
to address the scienttflc prtont~es Identified by the
CEES in the U.S. Global Change Research Program,
while also providing the basic understanding needed
to develop adapttve management policies and programs
Each program will encourage interdisciplinary and
interagency cooperation wtthtn the biogeographic
area, as well as cooperatton on particular research
themes with other biogeographical areas and internationally, These interregional and international themattc
initiatives. which will be Identified as the long-term
program matures, will provide the basis ior NPS scientilic leadership in the global change program.
The Review Process
The NPS Global Change Program is based on a
processofconceptdevelopment, program formulation,
development of research proposals. and progressive
strengthening 01 operational capab~l~besin participat~ng field units. The NPS process relies strongly on
review of the program and indtvidual research pro-

The Invisible Present
‘XI of us can sense change -the reddening
sky wtfh dawn’s new light, the rising strength of
lake waves during a thunderstorm, and the
changing seasonsof piantflowering as temperature and rain affect our landscapes. Some of us
see longer-termevents and remember that there
was less snow last winter M that fishing was
better a coupte of years ago. But it is the unusual
person who swes with any precision changes
occurring over decades. At this time scale, we
seinclinedto thinkof the worldasstatlc, and we
typically underestimate the degree of change
that does occur. Because we are unable directly
to sense slow changes and becausewe are even
more ltmiled in our abilities to interpret their
cause. and-effect relations. processes acting
over decades are hiddenand reside in what I call
the invisible present: *
Jokn J. Magnuson, in BioScience
July/August 1996, p. 495

posals by NPS and outside spectalists using key CEES
criteria (relevance to global change program objectives, scientific merit, readiness. linkages, enkancement of existing program research). Higher level
reviews of the NPS program by the Department of the
Interior and the CEES Working Group on Global
Change will also use these criteria and WIII facilitate

‘:..fack of historical perspective can place
short.term studies in the ‘invisible present,’
where a lack of temporal perspective can produce misleading conclusions. Similarly, the
broad significance of research results from a
parttcular see is dif%xlt to interpret if the site’s
context in space (e.g. location witkm region.
scale variation in disturbance regime and
temperature-moisture conditionsj is not understood. In this sense, an isolated research site
may reside in an ‘invisible place’ where the sig
nificance of results is unclear.~
Frederick J. Swanson and Richard E. Sparks
In BiaScience, July/August 1996 p. 562

coardinatIon among Departmental bureaus and with
other agencies. These reviews WIII maintain a high
degree of accountabiltty within the Global Research
Program.
The NPS global change program began with the
Secretary’s establishment 01 the Departmental Working Group on Global Climate Change (DWGCC)
(OWGCC) I”
November 1966. to orovtde a framework lor interagency cooperation in response to CEES pnottbes. In
early 1989, the DWGCC asked each bureau to Identify
ongoing research programs relevant to the U.S. Global
Change Research Program. Bureaus were asked to
provide tnlormation on “focused” programs targeted
and justifted to address global change research
issues, and “contnbuting” programs relevant to global
change research but justifted on other grounds.
(Focused programs are funded as components of the
interagency U.S. Global Change Research Program;
contributing programs are funded through other

SOWSS).
Through the Department’s initiative, the CEES recognized 17 NPS programs under 5 science elements
as contributing programs in the FY 1990 U.S. Global
Change Research Plan, published in July 1990. The
initiative established the relevance of NPS and other
bureau research programs to the global change
issues, and provided the opportunity to develop a
focused program.
Coordinator Appointed
The NPS Director appointed Eugene Hester, the
Associate Director, Natural Resources (ADNR), as the
responsible NPS official for developing the NPS program. Dr. Hester designated Dr. William Gregg, the
Service’s Man and the Biosphere Program Coordinator, to coordinate techntcal aspects of the NPS program within the Service and with the Department and
various CEES scientific Task Forces. Dr. Gregg served
tn this capactty until the appointment of Peter Comanor
as full-time NPS Global Change Coordinator in August
(see p. 6).
Through an informal network of WAS0 and field
scienttsts. the NPS developed proposals for a cooperative integrated program of ecological research in
selected biogeographic areas. to serve as the major
NPS program empkasls. and a small thematic program to study global change effects on coastal systems. The “integrated studies” proposal called for inittating research in 12 biogeographic areas in FY 1991
and the addition of two biogeographtc area programs
annually until ackievementoftheiull performancelevel
of 20 biogeographic area programs in FY 1995.
As a result of the coordination between the Department, the CEES, and the OMB, the programs were
6

included, albeit at a somewhat reduced lundtng level
($3 rnllian and 26 FTEs). tn the Prestdent’s FY 1991
budget request to the Congress.
In February 1990. lollow~ng release of the Admitistratton’s budget request. the Director announced the
NPS Global Change Research Program: authorized
an NPS program committee to plan, coordinate, and
oversee the program: and invited parks interested in
being considered as core research areas to prepare
statements on their research capabilities and interests
in global change research.
The Selection Process
NPS units representing 27 biogeographic areas prepared written statements, which were presented orally
to the program committee and a group of outside
reviewers at a workshop in New Orleans in May. Based
on the revtew group’s comments and the program
development considerations, the NPS Global Change
Program Committee (GCPC) recommended, and the
ADNR approved the recommendation, that NPS units
in 11 of the biogeographic areas be invtted to prepare
Global Change Operations and Conceptual Research
Plans (GCPs) for participatlan tn the NPS Integrated
Studies program, and that planning also be initiated Ior
thematic research initiatives on the effects of global
change on coastal barriers and glaciers. Each park
that submitted a proposal recetved feedback from the
pear reviewers and the program committee lor consideration in preparing theft plans or, for the areas not

Contributions of
Long-Term Research
“Research with an extended time perspective
is crucial if one accepts the premise that iongten phenomena have a central role in emlogical science. Such studies are uncommon
despite this obvlws need and repeated evi+
dence of the misleading nature of short-term
research. Factors contributing to the rarity of
long- term studies include difficulties in obtaining
sustained financial support and in providing continuing leadership.”
Jerry Franklin, Camline Bladsoe, and
James Callahan
in BicScience, July/August 199% p. 569

selected, in deciding whether to revise their concept
statements for consideration m the planning and
review process Ior the FY 1992 program cycle.
Plansfortke FY 1991 programsareduetothe ADNR
by October I, 1990. The plans will be reviewed by
outside scienttsts. In late October, the program commtttee meets in Seattle to review the plans and the
peer review comments, and to recommend personnel
and funding allocations for program operation and
which research concepts will be developed as full
research proposals.
Following the ADNR’sapprovalofthe Plans, thecore
research areas with approved Plans will develop the
detailed research proposals and secure outside peer
review. Final proposals and accompanying peer
review comments must be submitted to the ADNR not
later than March I, 1991. The GCPC will then be asked
to review the research proposals and make recommendations to the ADNR bylateMarch. The ADNR will
select proposals and complete the allocation of GCP
funds by early April 1991.

Archeologist Robert S Carr, who directs Ihe nonpro111Archeological and Hislow. Conservancy in
Miami. FL, told Science News (July 7, 1990) that the
nearly40”earthworks”dotttng the landscapeof southern Flortda’s interior may represent North America’s
earliest known fisheries. John Griffin, r&red chief of
the NPS Southeast Archaeological Center in Macon,
GA, agrees with Can’s interpretation.
The prehistoric network of circular canals and
earthen mounds-most discovered by Carrsincel974
-date to as early as 450 B.C. Others originated in the
16th century. The carefully engineered structures mdicate that prehistoric hunter-gatherers InhabIting inland
regions of southern FlorIda developed socially siratified societ!es based on fish harvesting. according to
Cur. An agricultural way of life generally IS thought to
be essential to the rise ol sowI classes. but
anthropologists have long noted that Indians along
FlorIda’s southern coast developed all the trappings of
stratified societies although they hunted and fished
instead of planting crops. Carr suggests that their
social elite coordinated construction of fish harvesting
SIti3
,**
An invention about to be tested at sea pronws a
view 01 marine life that until now has been hidden
beneath the waves, according to newswire reports thal
moved around July 19, 1990. The system combines
newly developed sonar techniques and advanced
computer processing to produce three-dimensional
Images of ocean animals and thelr actiwties.
Jules S. Jane of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, CA, inventor 01 the system, has
received a federal grand to lest it at sea as part 01 a
large-scale research program called Global Ocean
Ecosystem Dynamics. He expects it to provide
researchers with a better understandIng of marine animalsastheyreactto one another and to environmental
changes.
***
WhiletheNorthernspottedowlandIhetimberindusIry square OH against each other I” the Pacific Northwest, a 3.pound rodent known as the Mt. Graham red
squirrel IS holding up construction on Mt. Graham of
seven large telescopes-the dream of astronomers at
the University of ArizonainTucson incollaborationwith
the Vatican and the Max Planck Institute for Radioastronomy in Bonn, Germany. The clarity of view and
isolation from light pollution have prompted astronomers to call Mt. Graham one of the premiere U.S.
outposts for observing the heavens.
According to a report in the July 7. I990 issue of
ScienceNews, the General Accounting Office (GAO)
has found “serious flaws” in a 1966 report by the
USFWS, which concluded that Mt. Graham’s Emerald
Peak is one of two “reasonable and prudent” sites Ior
the telescopes. Although GAO has recommended
updating the report confusion exists as to who can
order such an update, under the Endangered Species
Act. According to the Act. only the USFS can order
such an update. Meanwhile, if delays continue, the
Uwersity frets that its partners “may pull out.”
***
In 1986, Lois Winter, an NPS mterpreter, opted to
take a two-year leave of absence to return to graduate
school and complete a two-year NPS field research
project aimed at bridging the communication gap that

she felt exists among NPS interpreters. resource managers, and researchers.
In April, 1990. she wrote an art~cleon thesubjectthat
has been accepted by Ihe NPS’s Interpretation. She
did her work with the help of a Horace Albright research
grant and earned a Master’s in Wildlife Conservation.
Her lield research was at Acadia NP
Her four recommendations, (the guidelines lor
accomplishing them appear in her Interpretation article) are:
1. Designate a “research liaison” in the lnterprelive
Division of each park, with the formalized duty of forg
rng an elfective lhnk between resource managers,
researchers, and interpreters.
2. When drafting research proposals, Regional
Office Science Divisions should incorporate specific
requirements to assure that park interpreters have
access lo important information from researchers.
3. Because research may have significance in parks
other than the one where it was carried out, every
Regional Chiel of Interpretation should slay in touch
with the Region’s Chiei Scientist By maintaining a
basicawarenessofongoing natIonwide NPS research.
the Regional Chief of Interpretation can alert each
park’s “research liaison” 01 potentially relevant
research elsewhere in the NP System. The liaison
parsons in the parks can pursue worthwhile leads by
communicating directly with the appropriate parks.
4. To emphasize its importance, incorporate a sectlan in the Statement for Interpretation detailing interesting research results and describing progress and
stumbling blocks in establishing and maintaining the
Interpreter-researcher connection.
Lois suggests that “only when vlsitors understand
the critical problems that threaten park resources can
we expect them lo play a role in minimizing those
problems. Interpretation is a vital tool in locwng attention on resource issues the confront the parks.
***
“Black Bear Population Dynamics in Yosemite NP”
is the title 01Tachnlcal Report #39, by Jeffrey A. Keay,
in the U/CA/Davis CPSU publication series. The 136.
page document corwsts oi 3 indendent papers wtten
for publication in scientific lournals, plus a management summary and specillc recommendations for
Yosemite NP. Sex and age composition and reprodw
live rates 01nuisance black bears jUrsus amerrcanus)
were examined from 1964 through 1966 in Yosemite
NP to assess the eHects 01an mtensive bear management program. A matrix population model was used to
evaluate the relative importance 01 survival and
reproductive rates to population growth rate and age
structure and the population’s ability to withstand the
Impacts of Intensive management.

Obituary
The Region is saddened to report the death 01
John Dalle-Molle. for many years the Resource
Management Spewlist at Denali NP and for the
last two years of his life at North Cascades NP
Dalle-Molle, who died June 10,1990, had a wide
range 01 specialties, including bear management, fire management, natural resource rnanagement. revegetationlresioratlon, subsistence
uses, and wildlife management. The Region WIII
sorely miss his services.
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The Natural Areas Journal (Vol. 10 [Z), 19901 leatures an article dealing with ‘A Synthesis Approach to
Research and Management Planrung: The Concep
tual Development and Implementation,” by Allen Steuter and Carolyn E Grygtel of The Nature Conservancy
and Marlo Biondini of the North Dakota State Un~versity’s Animal and Range Sciences Department. Starling from the premise that natural area management at
the landscape level implies an understanding 01 the
interactions among ecological forces, and lhat these
interactions can be better understood by an a prior1
synthesis approach during the development of a management plan, the authors describe a stewardship
strategy for mixed prairie preservation. The synthesis
approach is used IO restore the lirelbison gramgi
pocket gopher disturbance interactions to a grassland
ecosystem, starting with a conceptual model 01a natural area, and proceeding through a hypothesisthat the
palch dynamics of grassland ecosystems is a hierarchical processorganized at different spatial and temporal scales. Findings led to the conclusion that management actions that are Independent of landscape
context will limit the structure and function of the native
communities these actions Strive lo preserve.

;*
People looklng for new job opportunities are
reminded that the Student Conservation Association,
Inc., 01 Charlestown, NH 03603, publishes a monthly
listina of permanent, seasonal, and mtemship openings yn Its’Job Scan magazine. The SCA phone number in Charlestown IS 6031626-4301.
***
The discovery of a second marbled murrelet nest in
a stand of old growth timber in Oregon’s Coast Range
was made on July 12 in a Douglas fn tree on BLM land,
about 20 miles Inland from the F’aclflc coast. The tree
was 4 leel !n diameter at ils base and more than 160
feet tall, according to the BLM, which announced the
find. Nelson found the first Oregon nestonMayl6. One
other murrelet nest - in WashIngton - brings to 3 the
total number of such known nests in the Pacific Northwest
***
“Professors’ poor prose poses perplexing problem”ls the headline on an LA. Times-Washington
Post News Service story by Thomas V DiBacco, a
hlslortan at the Amerlcan Unwsity in WashIngton, DC
and author of a high school history textbook His
thesis: %creasing numbers of professors can’t write
well.”
“Verbosltyand pomposlty”on the part of professors,
DiBacco wtes. has lately been exacerbated bv”muddled prose.” Ha cites ihls example, taken .lrom a
learned statement on contemporary challenges in
higher education:
“But having a focused purpose in mind helps it continually prioritize 11sgoals and objectives within the
cross-currents of wras and new circumstances that
continually pound on it”
An individual who cannot write clearly (and serve as
a model for his students) “IS uneducated,” says
DeBacco. “no matter the credentials.- He concludes
that professors would do well to heed the words of
Franw Bacon, who wrote in 1625: %ading maketh a
full man, conference a ready man, and writing an exact
man:’

Nature Reserves: island Theory and Conservation Practice, by Craig L. Shafer, ecologist with the
NPS Washington Office, will be published by the
Smithsonian Institution Press in October 1990. The
island biogeography theory is contraver~~al, and
Shafer reviews the literature on this and related subjects, then synthesizes same guidelines Ior dealing
with these theories. His analysis includes ecology, biogeography, evolutionary biology, genetics, and paleoblology, as well as legal, social, and economic
issues. The roadmap thus provided through this camplicated body of literature is meant for bialogsts, stw
dents, nature reserve managers and planners, and
others with conservatian responsibilities.
The 208.page book contains 58 black and white
illustrations. Clothbound copies will be $39.95; paper,
$15.95.
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Madras Plenary Session, the final can$enws
report of the Keystone International Dialogue Series
on Plant Genetic Resources, is now available through
the Keystone Center, PO Box 606, Keystone, CO
80435; 3031468.5822. The session was held from Jan.
29 through Feb. 2, 1990, in Madras. India, with 46
individuals from 26cauntriesiaking part. The Dialogue
Series involve participants from non-governmental
organizations, national governmental organizations,
corporations, research institutions, and international
and intergovernmental organizations from developed
and developing countries.
The recommendations of this DIalague were formulated with an eye to their usefulness at the June 1992
UN Conference on Environment and Development, to
be convened by the UN in Brazil and to focus an issues
such as the conservation of biological diversity, the
potential of biotechnology, protectlan of the atmosphere, and protectIon and management of land
reso”rces.

Copies of the Madras Plenary Session also are
available from Diversitv, the auarterlv news ioumal for
the plant genetic reso&s &mm&y,
at 727 8th St.
SE, Washington, DC 20003; (202) 543.6843.

Oregon Slate Uwersity researchers report findIng
that many of the shrubs and trees in a massive area of
southwest Oregon and northern California actually
depend upon water drawn from solid rack by tiny roots
deep in stone. Their study, which suggests that millions
of acres of vegetation would be near desert without the
plants’ ability to extract water from maw than 10 feet
deep Into seemingly Impenetrable stone. could dramatically alter conventional wdom about growth patterns and characteristics of many plants in a wide area
of the western United States.
Michael Newton, a professor of forest science,
describes finding that “after certain shrubs or trees are
a few years old, they can and do draw 70 to 80 percent
of their water from roots in bedrock during the summer
months.“H~ghlycompetitiveshrubssuchasmanzanita
have among the most vigorouscapab~lity to send minuscule roots about the thickness af a thread into rock
cracks a few thousandths of an inch wide. After a
heavy rain, SOIIScan contain from IO to 35 percent
water, Newton said. The typical density of rock ISabout
double that of sail, and rack has fewer pores. but different types of rock can hold from 12 to 22 percent water,
and plants may be able to tap unto as much as half of
that llquld reservoir, the study indicates.

f
A handsome, hardback, 163.page volume, Inter.
disciplinary Approaches to freshwater Wetlands
Research, edited by Douglas A. Wilcox and published
by the Michigan State University Press, East Larwng.
is Volume 7 of a series resulttng from the 1986 Conference on Science in the National Parks. The 11 refereed papers by 20 contributors were speclflcally invited
by Dr. Wilcox so that they covered many of the interactions among the var~aus disciplines used in wetlands
research.
Wilcox’s present address is USFWS, National Fisheries Research Center-Great Lakes, 1451 Green
Road, Ann Arbor, Ml 48105.
***

Tiny hairlrke roots are shown here growing our of
solid rock excavared from about 10 lee! below ground
surface.They are seen n thrs close-upphoto in comparison with the pornt of a pair of tweezers.
***

IslandsUnderSiege:National Parksand the Politics of External Threatsis the title of new 200.page
book by John C. Freemath, assistant professor of pollbcal science and public affairs at Boise State Uwersity.
He has served an advisory panels for the NPS.
If the Park Service can’t - or won’t - protect our
national parks, who will7 he asks, and adds, “It’s high
time we figure that out’ Freemuth first examines the
“admlnistrative tightrope” the Serwe has had to walk,
“saddled from the beginning with a contradictory mandate - to promote recreational use of parks yet presew them for future generations:’ The new crop of
threats - enwonmental degradation from saurces outside the parks - Freemuth sees as political problems.
He traces the shifts in government action that have
accompanied waves of citizen activism and uncavers
evidence of ineffective legislation, inept implementation, and the potent political power of pro-development
farces. HIS conclusian analyzes a set of pol!tlcal strategies that have been used todeal with these threates.
evaluating each in terms of environmental effecliveness and polibcal feasibility. The clothbound book
(ISBN 0-7006-434-O) has nine photographs, five 6x9”
maps, and costs 525.

Park Science has been reporling sporadically, as
the Isolated mcidenls made the news, on the mysteriousdisappearanceof amphibians. Now Michael Milsteln, reporter for the Billings Gazette, and a former
NPSranger,doesathoroughjobforIheNatlonal
Parks
and Conservation Association’s magazine, National
Parks, (July-August 1990) of uncowng wfiat is hap
pening to these little noticed denizens 01 the National
Park System. He interviews a crass sectlan of scientists as to possible causes and prognoses. “There are
few reassuring signs.” he notes. “What is most urgently
needed now, b!ologists say, is research to prove
exactly what IS killing frogs and their kin. Backcountry
rangers working in several NPs, including Canyonlands, Yosemite, and Sequoia, will be on the laokout for
healthy amphibian populations this summer:’
UCLA Biologist David Bradford maurns the “anecdotal” nature of much 01 what IS now known. Last
summer, Bradford found frogs in only one of 46
Sequoia NP ponds where he had studied them in the
1970s

First there was acid rain, which tends to render lake
walers sterile Now tames “the green hand in the sea,”
which is Victor Smetacek’s name for too much fertility.
Smetacek IS a marine biologist at the Alfred Wegener
Institute for Polar and Ocean Research in Bremerhaven. Germany, and he ISquoted in the April 1990
issue of Science, under a Berlin dateline in the News &
Comment section.
The most visible manifestations of that green hand
are the red tides, yellow foams, and outbreaks of clingIng emerald slime that constitute phyioplankton blooms,
says the article. On a small scale, such blooms are part
of the natural cycle of the sea, but by supplying extra
nourishment, human activities probably have upset
thisorderlyround in manypartsoftheworld. Smetacek
has compiled a casebook of “exceptional phytoplankton blooms,“all increasingly lo& and spelling
deathformuchofthelifein
theoceans’margins, where
30 percent of the seas’ productlwty accws
At the Ocean Margin Processes in Global Change
workshop, held I” Berlin March 18.23,199O. there was
strong consensusthat whethertheseconditions reflect
global changes or not, there are things going on in
acean margins around the world that will have crlbcal
cansequences - and saan.
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From David Manski, at Cape Cad NS, tames word of
a new USFS publication of possible interest to Park
Science readers. Management of Amphibians, Rep
tiles, and Small Mammals in North America is the
Praceedlngs of a July 1988 symposium held in
Flagstaff,AZ,The450+ pageddocumentrangesfrom
Ihe overarching general (Historical Perspective and
Objectives, and The Need far an Environmental Attltude) to the extremely specific (e.g. The Herpetofa$wl
Community of Temporary Ponds in North Florida
Sandhills). Writes ManskI: “I got my copy free from the
USFS, Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment
Station, 240 W. Prospect St., For1 Colhns, CO
80526.2098

Wilderness Proceedings
Managing America’s Enduring
Wilderness
Aesource documents the proceedings 01 the conference by the same name held Sept. 11-17, 1989, I”
Minneapolis and northern Minnesota m commemoration of the 25th anniversary of the 1964 Wilderness Act
and establishment of the National Wilderness Presw
vation System The book provtdes a forum for discussion on how best to protect that System through creative management Most of Ihe conference presentations are included in this 700.page book. Copies can
be ordered from University of Minnesota, Dlstrlbuiion
Center, 3 Coffey Hall, 1420 Eckles Ave., St. Paul, MN
55106 for $32.50, including shipping and handling.

Mercury Contamination:
Another Threat to the Florida Panther
One oi the nation’s most critically endangered a!~mals, the Florida panther (Fells concolor coryi) is
believed to number only 30 to 50 animals in the wild,
according to an Endangered Species Technical Bulktln by Dennis Jordan, Florida Panther Coordinator for
the USFWS’s Florida Cooperative Fish and Wildlife
Research Unit.
The bulletin (Feb. 1990, Vol. XV No.2) ascribes the
subspecies’decline to habitat loss, a reduction in the
prey base. and the killing of panthers by people. But It
also notes that recent Information indicates an additional serious threat: contamination from mercury, a
toxic metal. Extremely high levels of mercury - over
100 parts per million - weie found in the liver of a
panther that died in the Everglades last summer Until
her death in July1989, the 4.yewold female (known to
researchers as #27) had been radlo-tracked by Everglades NP dally for about 15 months.
The current US Food and Drug Administration’s
actlon level for metcuiy in fish IS 1 0 ppm; concentrations as high as 4.4 ppm have been documented in
largemouth bass (Micropferus saimoidesj fillets from
sites in southeast Florida. Samples from one section of
Everglades NP exceeded 1.5 ppm.
Concern is focusmg on ftnding the sowa of the
mercury contamination in Forida, where the usual
sources (pulp and paper mtlls, coal-fired power plants,
etc.) do not figure. According to Jordan:
“While no generally accepted explanation has surfaced, a hypothesis was suggested in a December
1989 report released by the Technical Subcommittee
of the Florida Panther Interagency CommIttee [on
which NPS representatives serve]. Its report suggests
that the mercury could be coming from a natural
source: the peat and muck soils thal are common
throughout Florida. These often flooded and highly
anaerobic soils provide a suitable enwonment for the
melhylation of InorganIc mercury.
“Methylmercury. a product primarily of anaeroblc
bacteria, IS the blolog~cally active and toxic form of
mercury: mrgmc mercury. on the other hand, is cansIdered to be biologIcally innocuous. The slow oxldalion of peat and muck solIs by burning, draining, or
otherdlslurbances, provtdesanavenueformethylmerwry to enter the food web, where thls contaminant
accumulates in the predators of aqua& animals. While
no research has yet been conducted I” FlorIdato verify
this hypothesis, studies in Finland - a country with
one-third of 11sland covered in peat soil-have traced
me~c~~ycontam~nat~onto various types of surface dip
turbances.”
Studies of the remains of #27 and other archived
dead panthers havecausedtheTechnicalSubcommil~
teetoconcludethatmercurycontaminat~onofthepan.
Stephen Nodvii, who heads fix NPSiCPSU
al MN, wriies from iong and intensive experiem with long-term research programs. His
view on the NPS Global Change hifiatives are

Vol. VII No. 2, scheduled for publication prior to
the Nov. 12-17 Conference on Research in the
Etb”“$,Pa’ks
and Equivalent Reserves, El

ther IS potent!ally a serious threat. None of the mercury
levels documented in the other dead and live panthers
analyzed were as high as those in #27, still some were
at levels high enough to be of concern.
The Subcommltte
also concluded that the
Fakahatchee Strand and East Everglades areas
appear to be hot spots for mercury contamination of
panlhers. The presumed swwe is the panthers prey particularly raccoons, which bloaccumulate mercury
through the aquatic food web Mercury contamination
IS also suspect as the culprit in the lower reproductive
wccess of female panthers in areas where small pray
IS the predominant food source.
The Panther Interagency Committee in January
1990 recommended acceleratioon of the routine testIng of panthers I” the wild. establishment of an action
level of 1 4 ppm for whole blood in panthers, action to
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better identify problem areas and contaminated prey
~asounxs. and mcmase of uncontammated prey
through habitat management and harvest regulations.
The Committee also recommended screening pan.
thersforotherpotent~alpollutants,~ncludingothermetals, organochlorines, and PCBs. and supporting
efforts to identify and rectify the source of mercury
contamlnatlon.
On May 18.1990. a newly radio-collared male
Florida panther in Everglades NP was found
dead from a chest infection, apparently caused
by accidental puncture by a stick. The only
remaining male in the park is closely related to
the only two female panthers.

Natural Resource Management
At Colonial National Historical Park
By Chuck Rafkind
Colonial National Historical Park (NHP), established
in 1930 to preserve the hisionc resources of Jamestown Island and Yorktown Battlefield, also possesses
significant natural resources -worthy of an active natural resource management program. These include
extenswe tidal and non-tidal wetlands (about 2,000
acres), forest (nearly 6,000 acres), and open fields
(about 1,000 acres); 40 miles of streams and James
and York River shorelines. and rare, threatened and
endangered @TIE) flora and fauna. Two sizeable
units comprise the park: Jamestown Island (1,500
acres) and YorMown Battlefield (4,300). The units are
connected by a 23.mile parkway (3,600), and there are
four small, noncontiguous areas: the Cape Henry
Memorial, Swarm’s Point, Green Spring Plantation,
andTindall’s Point. Mostoftheparklies adjacenttoihe
James or York rivers.
In addition, various cultural resource activities
involve natural resource processes and techniques. In
the light 01 all this, the park has joined with several
outside organizations to conduct in-park research
aimed at insuring protection and proper management.
These include Virginia’s Water Qualify Board, Department of Game and Inland Fisheries, Natural Heritage
Program, and Department of Forestry; the US Geological Survey, the US Soil and Conservation Service,
the USFWS. Virginia Institute 01 Marine Science, the
College of William and Mary, and Hampton University.
With NPS Regional science and Air Quality Division
assistance, we are developing a management plan
that describes the park’s air quality related values and
recommends proposals for manitormg of ozone, sulfur
dioxide and visibiltty; acid deposition and its Impacts of
park structures, vegetation and aquatic environment;
and air pollution impact on vegetation. An air quality
bio-monitoring program will begin n 1991.
Erosion Control
Personnelfromallparkdivisions have helpeddesign
and implement management actions to control erosion
on numerous informal trails along the Yorktown bluffs.
These blutts contain the remains of the British (1761)
and Civil War earthworks. Trails connecting the bluff
and the river have developed serious erosion problems
from social usage.combined withthe naturalsloughing
action 01 the bluffs. Management actions emphasize
the use of natural vegetation barriers. including the
planting of native bushes, no-cut zones for adjoining
open fields, repairing and expanding present lencing
and signing. Interpretive actions will include on-site
messages, new &bits,
public service announcements to local TV and radio stations, press releases to
local and regional newspapers. and orientation for
park employees. Also planned is social science
research to determlne who the trail users are and what
are their needs.
A fire management plan emphasizes suppreswn of
firesonparklandsandstresses
improved coordination
with adjoining fire fighting organlzatlons.
The park is working with the State Forester, the
Agricultural Extension Agent, and the new Regional
Soil Conservationist on a plan tar environmentally and
economically sound management of the extensive
open tields in the park. Erosion control, weed control,
forestry practices, alternate mowing regimes, larmlng,

park’s Resource Management Plan. The design integrates the signtiicant cultural and natural resources 01
Jamestown Island and Yorktown Battlefield.
water quality management, all are being examined.
A change in the mowing regimes of open fields
around Yorktown Banlefield and Colonial Parkway has
meant that a number of intensively mowed fields now
wilt be maintainedas tallgrassfields. It isexpected that
this will help reduce the number of Illegal paths along
the Yorktown Bluffs and earthworks. Some fields will
be mowed only once a year. Across one field. a path
will be mowed to permit easy visltor access from the
YorMown Visitor Center lo British Redoubt #9. The
mowed path can be changed periodically to limit
impact to any one area of the field. Another expected
bonus from curtailed mowing will be the abundance of
wildflowers it will allow. This selected mowing regime,
subject to adjustment, may be extended along the 23.
mile Colonial Parkway, providing improved eroSion
control along the James and York rivers, which ilow
into Chesapeake Bay.
FtT&E Flora and Fauna Survey
The State of Virginia’s Natural Heritage Program is
conducting an RT&E flora, fauna, and CrItical natural
community survey of all NPS areas in the state. The
data thus gathered will aid park planning and management efforts to preserve biological diversity. Also the
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study will recommend guidelInes for management Of
the RT&Especiesand critical habitatsotthe park. Next
to Shenandoah NP, Colonial has the highest number of
RT&E spews of any NPS site m Virginia.
The Cartographic Computation Lab at NC/State/U is
assisting the park in developing a Geographic Information System. Aerial (winter, true color) photographs
taken in 1969 are being interpreted and digibzed in
dewlooping the folIowIng themes at a scale of
1:12,000: Current vegetation, wetlands, streams,
ponds, earthworks, roads andtrails, and adjoining land
ownership use types (residential. military, commercial).
These data bases are being used to (1) identify tire
management units and prepare tire duel and National
Fire Danger Rating System models, (2) compare historic and current vegetation patterns, (3) prepare park
boundary maps delineating adjoining lands that could
be developed under the Chesapeake Bay regulations
and their impact on the park viewshed, and (4) develop
enwronmental assessments and aid in the review of
adjoining land use proposals.
Water Resources Management Plan
We are working with the RegIonal Chief Scientist,

Vegetation Management in Great Basin NB
By Raymond Jaindl, Lee Eddleman, William Brock and Boyd Byelich
The Great Baw province ISa mixture of high desert
basins alternating with a series 01 nearly 200 isolated,
long. “arrow, north-south oriented mountain ranges
created by major block laulting. Great Basin NP
(GRBA), I” the South Snake Range of east-central
Nevada, rises “early 6.000 ieet from the valley floor to
the top of 13,063 loot Wheeler Peak. II contains a
diverse flora, rang~ngfromdesertto arctic alpineabove
tree line.
Many of the potential natural communites found in
the Great Basin Province were a comolex 01 plant
community types, the result of disturbances sudh as
fire and drought These events were cyclical, with “atural successions occurring during Interims that varied
from 40 to more than 100 years. depending on the
community By the early 166Os, livestock grazing was
being introduced to the Province on a first-come. lirstserved basis, with no restrictions to prevent overgrazing Fire. believed to beanaiuralcomponentof many of
the potential natural communities in the Great Basin
Province. was greatly reduced during this pertod
because the fine fuels (grass) needed tocarry fire were
removed by grazing. Consequently, plants susceptible
to iire but not used as livestock forage establIshed and
expanded their ranges.
LIvestock numbers in Nevada have declined from a
high of 1.2 million sheep and 500,000 canle in 1916 lo
93,000 sheep and 363,000 cattle today. The lirecarrying fuels have mcreased with the decline in livestock numbers and with improved rangeland management. However, a continuing policy of fire suppress~o”
has essentiallv eliminated lire.
Continued tram page 16
the NPS Water Resources Division, VirginIs Poly
technic Inst~tule. and State University Water
Resources Research Center to develop a parkwide
water resources management plan. The plan will (1)
complete the delineation of park non-tidal wetlands
and prepare computerized maps, (2) prepare a hydrological overview of the park, (3) conduct a literature
review of research, monitoring, and mitlgatio” actions
that cover or impact park lands. (4) wew and recommend approaches lor the park to interact with present
and proposed research, monitoring, and mitigation
projects r and adjacent to the park, and (5) review
existing baseline data on park water quality, preparing
recommendations for additional baseline inventory
and monitoring needs lor research.
Some of the water quality issues 01 concern include
(l] water quality - groundwater and surface waters,
wells. and publicwatersupply systems; (2) erosion and
sedimentation problems-involving shorelines, rivers,
streams. farming practices, trails, roadway drainages,
and urban development; (3) underground storage
tanks. septic tanks. and wells, both active and inactive;
(4) recreational use and impacts-nature and severity;
and (5) determination of actions the park should lake
under mandates to protect and prevent degredation of
park wetlands
The park faces complex enwronmental, visitor use.
and cultural resource ma”ageme”lchallenges andwe
are working to develop a” active management program that takes Into consideration all the interrelated
natural and cultural resources of which we are the
stewards.
Rafhind is Natural Resource Specialist al Colonial
NHP He can be reached at FTS 827.8050 or 18041
898-3400.

GRBA was established to illustrate and preserve a
portion of Ihe Great Basin physiographic province.
GRBA also is charged to provide Ior continued livestockgrazing. Integrating livestockgrazlng into apreservation management strategy demanded a research
study to evaluate the rangeland resources of the South
Snake Range, from which a comprehensive range
management program will be developed.
In 1966. in cooperation with the Department of
Rangeland Resources at Oregon State University,
GRBA began a P-year range resource analysts. This
study is also being used 10 verify, refine, and m~prove
the vegetation classificatto” and mapping effort of the
NPS from LANDSAT imagery. Evaluation 01 rangeland
resources includes a survey and description of the
present plant communities in the park. analysis of the
past status 01 these communities, and a prediction of
future development under wous management strategles. Following is a preliminary look at the resource
evaluation after the ilrst summer’s field season.
Methods
The study area, I” the South Snake Range, coveis
roughly 250,000 acres. 01 this, approximately 4,000
acres is private land, 70,000 acres is managed by
BLM, 99,000 acres by USFS, and 77,000 acres by
NPS.
Reflectance values in lour bands from a June 1966
LANDSAT image were used to generate spectrally
unique landcover categories Ior each 30m x 30m area
of land (pixel). These landcover categories were the
result of an unsupervwd classification wlthm the
GRASS GIS program. Based on preliminary surveys
and observed cover types. a classtfication by the NPS
GIS Dlvislo” in Denver identilied 20 cover types.
From this initial stratification, polygons were identilied as potential sampling sites to describe the associated plant communities. A mlnimum polygon area 012
ha was the initial criterion established. This was done
to minimize the influence of errors either inherent in
Imagery, induced operationally through data manipulation, or associated with accurately locating uniform
areas in the field (Warren et al. 1969). Sampling sites
were concentrated on NPS and USFS lands. Withl”
these lands the sites were so dlstrlbuted that cover
types were sampled in each of the major drainages
and were proporlional to the area occupied by each
COW type.

Vegetation descriptions were determined from a
50m x 2Om macroplot located within a representative
portion of the identified polygon. Each site dewptio”
included environmental characteristics, species lists
and cover, ground covercharacteristlcs. grass and forb
production, relative deer and livestock use based on
leces occurrences, and tree density, Size and age. A
total of 104 cores take” from dominant tree species
establlshed stand age distribution. Trees were diwded
into size classes similar to those defined by Blackburn
and Tueller (1970) for pinyo” and luniper, and by the
USFS Ecosystem Classification Handbook (Jensen
and Keane. 1967) for conifers and aspen.
Results and Discussion
During the 1989 field season. 50 macroplot sites
we wited. Of these, Bwere mountain big sagebrush
(Arfemisia frldentata w vaseyaoa) with no tree species present. 15 were various densities 01 p~nyo”
(Pinus monophylia)
and juniper (Junrperus
osleosperma), 10 were aspen (Populus fremuloidesj,
6 were other coniferous forest types, and the
remainder were meadow and low saoe IArlemlsia
arbusculaj.
The pmyo” juniper cover type occupies 66,540
acres of the proiect area Prior to amval of European
ma”, pinyon aid juniper are believed to have bee”
conftned to rock outcrops and other areas protected
from ftre. There, trees were relatwely long-lived, but I”
low densities. Of the 15 pinyo” juniper sites evaluated
10date, only one was found to be a” old mature stand.
Thiswas onasteep. south facing I~mestoneslope. Total
tree cover was 19 percent Cores take” from a” old
mature pinyo” and ajuniperwere esbmated at 400 and
470 years, respectively.
The remaining sites are I” areas with less adverse
conditions. Of the p~nyons aged I” these sites, no tree
was older than 160 years and most averaged lass than
100. Thus, pinyon is a relatively recent armal The
eflect of p~nyonon site dynamics can be estimated by
comparing site conditions among various densities of
pinyon cover in these stands. (Table 1). As the density
01 trees increases toward a closed canopy condlbon,
the species diverstty and the percent cover of shrubs,
forbs, and grasses declines. By the time pinyo” cover
reaches 60 percent, total forb, grass and shrub cow
has shrunk from 60 percent to less than 3 percent.
Continued on page 18
”

Table 1. Mea” tree cover cover and number of species of shrubs, lorbs, and grasses. and deer pellet groups per
macroplot for several plant cow types at Great Basin NP [T=trace).
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shrub
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100 mz

0
19

33
18

13
T

17
0

6
3

19
1

7
0

69
0

4

21

9

21

6

20

9

15

20
41
60
81

23
6
1
5

5
:
10

7
2
1
3

6
4
5
3

13
10
8
11

6
4
5
4

46
6
7
25

46
25
56

2
23
7

T
7
T

T
2
T

1
4
3

3
1
3

1
3
3

1
5
8

Percent cover
Cover Type
Sagebrush
Plnyo” (old stand)
with
Sagebrush
scattered pinyon
P~nyon (young stands)
Low density
Moderale density
High density
Aspen
Conifer
Engelmann spruce
Limber pine
Douglas-fa
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Peregrine Falcon Research in the
Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve, Alaska
By Skip Ambrose and Steve Ulvi
The decline of the peregrine falcon came to symbolize the devastating effects of some man-made chemtcals on the environment. Likewise, peregrines have
become a showcase of man’s ability to protect and
recover endangered species. While not all species will
be so responswe to human management efforts, the
recovery of the peregrine falcon is a genuine success
story Recent issues of Park Science included several
articles on surveys and hacking efforts in parks in the
lower 46 states. In Alaska, where peregrines declined
to approximately 30 percent of their historical (preDDT) levels, there has never been any nest manipulations or hacking. Consequently, peregrine populations
inAlaskaofferaunlq”eopportunity
tostudythe natural
recovery of an endangered species without human
intervention. The Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve (YUCH) in particular is invaluable for such study
because of the historical information available and
many years of inlensive survey and banding studies.
Three subspecies of peregrine falcons occur in

Alaska: the Arctic Peregrine Falcon (Falco pereghus
fundriusj inhabits the northern tundra region of the
state, the American Peregrine Falcon (F p. analum)
occurs in the forested interior, and the Peale’s Peregrine Falcon (E p. peaieij occurs in the coastal
regions of the Aleutian Islands, Gulf of Alaska and
southeast Alaska. Both the Arctic and American subspecies are highly migratory, wintering as far south as
Brazil and Argentina. The Peale’s Peregnne Falcon is
for the most part a year-round resident within 11srange,
but some movement along the west coast of Canada
and the United States occurs. The Arctic subspecies is
currently listed as “threatened” and the American subspecies is listed as “endangered.” The Peale’s subspecies is not considered threatened or endangered.
The decline of peregrine falcons in Alaska may have
begun as earlyasthe 1950s following Initial use of ODT.
Surveys of the past three years recorded numbers
over twice those observed in the early surveys, and
investigators now believe the very early surveys either
missed birds, due to timing of the surveys, or the populatlon was alreadv decllnina and researchers had no

Great Basin NP Vegetation Management
Deer use based on the presence of pellets also
declines substantially as the density of pinyon
approaches 40 percent.
Examination of size class distributions (Figure 1)
within the low (10 to 25% cover), moderate (26 to 50%
cover), and high (>50% cover) pinyon density groups
I

m

I

Figure 1. Pinyon size classes within Ihe four pinyon
density classes.
shows a large number of small plants in the moderate
density class. These are the source of future mature
trees, which eventually will dominate the sites and
outcompete presentvegetatlon. Sincethe survival rate
of pinyons less than 0.5 m tall is relatively high unless
killed by fire, this suggests continued increase in density and cover of p~nyon on the 37,000 acres of moderate density pinyon sites. Any increase in pinyon can be
expected to be accompanied by further loss of dwersity and cover of associated forbs and grasses. The
area most heavily used by deer would be further
reduced.
The aspen cover type occupies 10,150 acres. Aspen
are frequently atemporary, dominant, seral spews in
a variety of climax conifer associations following
severe disturbance such as fire (Mueggler and Camp
bell 1966). Examination of the size class distributions
(Figure 2) shows a large number of saplings (cl.5 m
tall), pole (~12.5 cm dbh and >1.5 m tall), and mature
(12.5 to 35 cm dbh) tress but no large mature trseS
(>35 cm dbh). Average age of trees m the pole size
class was 74 years and n the mature we class, 107
years. Seedling and sapling white fir [Abies concolor),
and limber pine (Pious flexil~s) are found in these
stands. These small conifers averaged 50 years old.
The presence of small conifers in the aspen commu-

(Continued
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Surveys in Alaska
Peregrine falcons arrive in interior Alaska about midApril. Males and females apparently migrate separately but arrive at the nest site within days of each

from page VI

nities suggests that aspen in most of this area is a seral
species having become established 90 to 120 years
ago following a disturbance of some sort. Fire scars on
standing trees and charcoal found on these sites indicate fire occurrances. Fire suppression has been
shown to contribute to a reduction of regeneration in
aspen communities. Thus, under present management policies, these stands are expected to become
dominated by conifers with a loss of aspen.
Conifer communities occupy 25,680 acres. They
appear to be long-lived communities. Recruitment in
the limber pine stands appears to be small. but sw
vivability is high, so there are a number of large specimens (Figure 3). Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesiij
and Engelmann spruce (P&a engelmanniiJ appear to
have a greater rate of establishment but a lower sur-

D

way of knowing this.
Research on peregrmes in Alaska has focused on
the listed Arctic and American subspecies, and the
YUCH has been a principal study area in interior
Alaska. As early as 1696, biological surveys in this
area documented peregrines nesting on the cliffs that
occur along the Yukon River, and I” the 195Os, Dr. Tom
Cade (1960) surveyed sections of the river. Because of
the historical informalton available, this section of the
Yukon River was selected by the Alaska Peregrine
Falcon Team as an index population area for monitoring and measuring recovery. Since 1979, intensive sw
veys, banding and other research have been ongoing
in the Preserve. With information dating backto the late
1800s. and continuous intensive research beginning in
the late 1970s few areas offer such an opportunity for
research and monitoring.
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Figure 2. Size class distribution of aspen andconifers
in the aspen cover type.
viva1 percentage, resulting in a similar number of large
trees compared to limber pine. Maximum ages of the
largetrees wereat least381.372, and 237yearsforthe
Engelmann spruce. limber pine, and Douglas-fir,
respectively. (Largertrees were present but equipment
limitations prevented sampling of trees larger than 60
cm dbh). It appears these communities have changed
relatively little since arrival of European man. With no
disturbance, these stands probably will change little in
the future exceptforan Increased build-upof dead and
down wood.
Summary
Examination of the rangeland management program al GRBA has developed awareness that live16
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Figure 3. Size class distribution of the dominant conifer in ihe Engelmann spruce, limber pine, and
Douglas-fir cover types.
stock management alone will not overcome the major
vegetational changes occurring in the park. These
changes were set in motion by humans decades ago,
through overgrazing and the fuel reduction it causes.
People continue to affect the dynamics of plant communities through suppression of naturally occurring
fires. Fire management at GRVA is currently being
reviewed. Refinement of this program is dependent on
understandina todav’s slant communities and the historic role of fle.
Preliminary evaluation of GRBP(s slant communities
suggests Ihit alternative management options will
become drastically diminished if present successional
trends continue. Associated with the on-going change
is a reducation of vegetation diversity and a corresponding decrease in wildlife abundance.
Jaindl and Eddleman are Research Associate and
Associare Professor af DSU; Brock and Eyeth are
the Resource Managemept Specialist and Range
Technician at GRBA.

other. Breeding activity is initiated immediately, and the
first eggs are laid by early May. Our first surveys, to
determine nest territory occupancy and the number of
pairs attempting to breed, begin about two weeks after
the river ice breaks up - usually between May 5 and
May 15. Large ice floes, trees and debris congestfhe
river and make travel dangerous for about two weeks
alter breakup, so surveysgenerally start about May25.
Eggs hatch between early and mid.June, and we plan
our second survey to correspond with the optimum
banding age, about three weeks. Our second surveys
generally occur during the flrsi two weeks of July.
AZO.footriverboatwitha90 horsepoweroutboard is
used to survey the 165 mile stretch of the Yukon River
between the Alaska-Yukon Territory border and Circle,
Alaska, Inflatable rafts, flown to the headwaters in
helicopters or small fixed-wing aircraft. are used to
survey the tributary rivers. Ground surveys. as
opposed to aircraft surveys, are essential for accurate
results.
Other research projects concerning peregrine fal.
cons or their prey also have been conducted during the
past 10 years. TFapping adult falcons to determinedispersal, movement and mortality was initialed in 1981.
Beginning in 1986, all young and adults trapped were
banded with alpha-numeric coded color leg bands in
addition to the standard USFWS leg band. Using highpowered sponing scopes, we are able to identify individual falcons in subsequent years without Ihe need to
trap and handle the birds. Pesticide studies on paregrine eggswereconducted in1984 and again m1989.
Prey remains are collected from occupied eyries every
year for identification, and I” 1985 and 1986 a study on

prey selection was conducted. A lkmited home range
study using radio-telemetry was undertaken in 1986.
The wide wwety of survey techniques employed in
the past, and the resulting difficulty in analyzing survey
data, led the USFWS and others to develop standardlzed techniques for surveys and data collection in
Alaska. These requite at least two trips through study
areas. one dung incubation and another when the
young are threeto lourweeksold. At leastfour hoursof
observation at any known or suspected nest site is
necessary before a determination of the statusof that
site can be made. Finally, all survey data are recorded
on a Raptor Observation Record Card developed by
the USFWS lor raptor surveys. A computerized
database was developed in conjunction with the card
facilities data entry and analysis. This card and
database was further relined in cooperation with NPS
scientists in other regions and IS now used in several
other states.
Results 01 Falcon Research in the Preserve
The earliest surveys along the Yukon River in the
Preserve area documented 15 to 16 pairs per year
(Bishop 1900, Cade 1960). In 1966, 15 pars and 27
young were observed (&de et al. 1968). The lowest
recorded level was in 1973 when Ritchie (1976)
observed 11 pairs, 1 single adult and 16 young. The
population remained near this level until 1978 when the
llrst increases were detected. That year, 16 pairs, 3
single adults and 28 young were seen. The population
has continued to increase through 1989 when 33 pairs,
2 single adults and 54 young were seen (Ambrose et
al. 1988). Surveys along the major trlbularies such as
the Charley, Kandtk, Nation and Tatonduk rivers docw
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egrme Falc&
This stretch of the Yukon River c%fs &oftUanl cliffsand higbiydffrse lowland topography
and vegetation w%hm relatMely sfwt dii
of nesting tanitoriez The Yukw, War valley is
cQmposedofiow,roundedbenchesandridgas
trending southwest to m3rWast and aveqea
2-3 miles in width.
The pesefve lies &btt a dimatic division d
Alaskaknown as the interior basin. Tba mow
tains to the wth and south tend to Mode W
moderating infiuences of wean& air masses,
resuiiing in extremely low temperatures in the
bgathy winter and hi tempwatwes and tow
precipitation during the summers
The complex geologii structure, severe aaini.
arid continental climate, frequent oecwfemx of
wildfwe, ano discontinuous pefmafrost soils h.%
interacted mw time to create a complex mosaic
of taiga and upland tundra biic communities.
Tha present diversity of subarctic %~-?aand fatma
reflect this interplay of physical processes and
the near absence of late Plecstocene gbciatii.
These vegetative communities experience
annual natural perturbations such as icescouring, flooding, frequent Hdfire, and insect
infestations that resuk in a dynamic vegetative
mosaic. In turn these diverse and productive
seral stages provide excellent habitat for bkds
returning to bread in the summel Only two dozen
birds are considered restdent in this area but with
the onset of the intense subarctic spring wady
160 spades (including 17 taptws) are knOwn to
breed here.
For many raptor-watchers and biologists
raised in the post-Weld War llera of widespread
pesticide use and Its dire consequences, ths
oppr~unity to o&e
heailhy populations of
American Peregrine Falcons in a wldiand setting
is only a dream. Rugged bluffs and layered aRcrops tow aboveturbid waters along the hew
ily fwasted Yukon River corridor. This is a timeworn landscape that is by any measure out.
standing peregrine habitat. The vast propations
of the country carved by ‘The Great Rvar”
stretch the human imaginatm and seem a perfect backdrop fw the whistling of sickle-wings in
determined stoops.
menred similar increases. In recent years, It has not
been unusual to find 50 or more occupied sites and 80
to100 young. Acrudeestlmateofthe total population in
the preserve IS60 to 70 pairs, and possibly more I” the
highest years.
Cade (1960) estimated the interior Alaska peregrine
populatlonat 250pairs. Recent surveysthroughoutthe
interior suggest that pre-DDT population number may
have been higher than Cade’s figure. The increases of
the peregrine population during the past 10 years have
been truly remarkable.
With a sizeable and healthy population, we were
able to undertake research projects that were fundamental to understanding the biology of peregrine falcons. Some of these projects were not
Continued on page 20

Army Chopper Rescues Falcon Counters
Five volunteer peregrine lalcon counters, who had
been manning sites on balh sides of the Port Mansfield
Channel (about 60 miles north of the Padre Island
National Seashore), had to be airlifted out of their
soggy sites in early June when the rains set in before
their spring survey was completed.
The group, all of whom are experts in handling birds
of prey, tried to continue their survey throughout the
storms, but the attempt proved futile. They were sinking into the saturated sands and their equipment was
too heavy to move under such conditions. The Corpus
Christi Army Depot chopper had to make four trips to
gel the surveyers and their gear to high, dry land.
The survey eHorf is funded by the U.S. Army and
collects information on the peregrine falcons migrating
throughthisarea. Inspring, the birdsare returning from
either Latin America or Mexico, enroute to Alaska,
Canada or Greenland. This year the group encountered 125 birds, which is about average.
The program IS“permiHed”lhrough the USFWS, the
NPS. andlhe Universityof Texas. II began in1978.This
year’s team was headed by Tom Maetchle, who is
working on a Doctorate at Boise State. “In the Iall,” he
said, “we might find as many as 400 falcons migrating
through here. The birds are younger, less experienced
- 60 to 70 percent of them won’t live through their lirst
year.“The average life span averages 10 years - if the
birds make it through their firs! year.
The team covers an area 40 miles long by 12 miles
wide. The birds are banded, blood sampled, measured, and released. Surveyors have found that birds
who migrate from the farthest north, travel the larthest
south. They also have found that the levels of pestltides have been decreasing in certain parts of the
world.

Peregrine Research

(Continuedl

feasible, biologicallyorpolitically,
in anyotherarea
of the United States. Over1500 nestlings have been
bandedininteriorAlaskasince1979,
manyofthese
in the Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve.
Close to 100 recoveries outside Alaska have
revealed major migration routes, staging areas and
wintering areas. Given the changing nature of habitats all over the world and the continued us? of
harmful pollutants in many areas, this information
is critical to management of the species.
In addition to rxovews outside Alaska. nearly 200
recoveries in the state have resulted from our adult
trapping effort This trapplng has allowed us to determine dispersal panems from natal areas, age of flrst
breeding, turnover of adults at nest sites, movement of
breedlng adults between nest territories, and adult
mortality. Age of first breeding appears to be related to
density of the population and available nest sites;
females tend to disperse farther than males (mean of
75 miles for female versus 43 miles for males)
(Ambrose and Riddlei988) More importantly, with this
understandlog of age of first breeding (in both a
depressed and recovered population), breeding success of different aged birds, and normal dispersal distances, we can lend inslght into recovery potential and
taming r other areas.
Future Management Considerations
The peregrine population in the Preserve appears to
be nearing full recovery. Peregrines in Alaska will likely
be considered for delisting in the next few years. Contlnuing pesticide use and habltat changes along migra

ofworhmmoving therrequipmentvia AJVs throughmiiesofsoPP,nq
tion routes and in wlntwng areas, and their unknown
cumulative eHects, make future monItorlog critical.
Expansion of research and wentory and monitoring
efforts on this unique population wll provide the opportunity to assess and monitor several aspects of the
blodiversity of these war ecosystems. Such research
should allow us to measure to some degree the effects
of pollutants and habitat alteration outside the United
States. The peregrine is an effective ecological generalist and as such is an excellent indicator species,
reflecting subtle changes in the environment.
AmbroseisProjecfLeaderforlheEndangeredSpeties office of the USFWS !II Fairbanks, Alaska, and the
Recovery Team Leader of the Peregrine Falcon
Recovery Team, Alaska Population. WW is Resource
Management Specialist for the Yukon-Charley Rivers
National Preserve.
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ROM0 Raptor Survey
All Park areas in the Rocky Mountain Region known
to have peregrine falcons are in the midst of raptor
surveys. Onegoal IStosurveyall ofthe suitable habitat
for peregrine falcons by fall, 1991. NPS is co-operatlng
with USFWS in a peregrine prey contamination study
designed to follow-up a similar study completed 10
years earlier. The results should give instght Into the
peregrines’ recent population increase and may provide clues as to why certain segments of the populatlon continue to experience poor reproductive success.
The NPS has co-operated with USFWS in a colw
bandlng protocol for the western U.S., consistent with
the protocol for Alaska, Canada, and Greenland. The
bands, easy to read from a distance, will provide mole
information with less handling of the birds.

Monitoring Case Studies Selected
By Gary E. Davis
Tom Wilson’scartooncharacterZiggyfoundthepark
“CLOSED FOR INVENTORY” in his cartoon that ran
on Sunday, July 8,199O. Wilson’s art does more than
imitate life, it foreshadows ii. With existing operating
iunds. the NPS is faced with a Hobson’s choice of
closing the parks to inventory and monitor them or
literally running them into the ground.
How much is needed to inventory and monitor natural resources? Pro-rating from prototype programs like
Channel Islands and Shenandoah NPs to account for
smaller and larger parks. it appears that the NPS
needs about $200 million a year. Is it worth the investment? How can we find out? Funding a few model
programs and gaining firsthand experience is probably
the best way, but it willtakelO-15 years to reap the real
benefits. A much quicker, but less cerfain, way IS to
examine case histories of long-term studies that simulate monitoring.
Heeding the adage that those who do not learn from
their historyaredoomed torepeat it,the NPS Inventory
& Monitoring Steering Committee commissioned a
series of case studies to evaluate cost estimates and
to develop confidence in the value of monitoring programs. A group of 19 superintendents and scientists
met at Channel Islands NP July 24-27. 1990 and
selected 15 examples of major natural resource issues
involvlng monitoring or long-term research. Case studies of the selected issues will be used to determtne the
relative values and costs of resource monltotlng and
long+erm research for park management.
The RegIonal Chief Scientists and about 50 senior
managers and field scientists nominated nearly 100
candidate cases last spring. We organtzed those into
wx categorres Identified in the 1987 GAO report on
“Threats to the Nation’s Parks” to structure the workshop and help assure a representative sample of
wues in the final selection. Each workshop parbcipant
introduced the nominated cases in one category and
moderated the ensuing discussion. After nearly two
days of presentations and discussion, the group
agreed on 36 cases, all of which addressed major

Case Studies Selected
to Evaluate Monitoring Programs
ISSUE: THREAT TO ECOSYSTEM INTEGRITY AESTHETIC DEGRADATION
Adjacent Community Growth R Development SAGU Fire Research & Management - YOSE 8
SEKI
Predator/Prey Relationships and Ungulate
Herbivory - ISRO
Saguaro Cactus Dynamics - SAGU
ISSUE: ALTERATION OF WATER QUALITY OR
QUANTITY
Devil’s Hole PuoftshRnlater Rtohts - DEVA
Water Diversioi - EVER
G
Water Quality - MACA
ISSUE: CONSUMPTION OF RESOURCES
Native Fish Exploitation (Cutfhroat Trout) - YELL
Fisheries Management - EVER
ISSUE: IMPACT OF ALIEN SPECIES
Biological lnvas~ons - HALE & HAVO
Goat Management - OLYM
ISSUE: PHYSICAL IMPACTS OF VISITORS
Wilderness Research & Management - YOSE R
SEKI
ISSUE: AIR POLLUTION
WHlTEXiNavajo Power Plant - GRCA
ISSUE: PARK OPERATIONS
Rare Plant Management - INDU
River Use Management - OZAR
DE”A=kath “alley NM,SAG”=Sag”aro NM,“OSELYosemlte
NP.SEKI=Seq”naiKmgsCanyonNPS lSRO=1&.RoyaleNP:
E”ER=E”ergladesPIP;MACA=MammMh
cave NP
YEu=“e110wSmleNP.HALE= H8hk.4.3NP, two= Hawall
“oicanoerNP.OL”M=Olymp~c
NP,GRCA=GrandcanyonNP.
lND”=lndia”a D”neSNP,and OZAR=OiarkNP
The July-August issue of BioScience is devoted
to discussions of low-term ecoloqical research.
issues, used or needed long-term data sets, and had
reached a conclusion. The 15 best cases also showed

A Pertinent Letter from Alaska?
The word “inventory” isa downer. To inventoryfumture and equipment against property lists ISbiologically
sterile and intellectually boring unless something
extensive turns uo misslnq - resulting I” sheer terror
(another negative).
The sion in the store window, “Closed for Inventorv,”
means tediously counting stock down to the last nut
and bolt, usually so it can be taxed (also an unpleasantry).
Once, NPS tried Resource Basic Inventory (RBI), in
an attempt to find out everything about everything in a
park. That made even the strongest scientists blanch
and II curled the upper lips of superintendents and
rangers. I know. I was there’
Monitoring, however, is the life blood of an agency.
We monitor animal populations, wildland fires, bear/
human interactlons, livestock grazing, weather condotions. visitor statistics, sewage treatments, pesticide
uses, law violations, salaries and leave times, ad infinitum. Data gathering is necessary for monitoring, but
when was the last time you heard it called “inventory”?
Of 183 Areas of Experiise listed in the NPS Natural

Resources Personnel Directory (printed in 1988), only
once-in “Baseline inventory and Monltorlng.“was the
word “inventory” Included.
Management, on the other hand, was mentioned 37
times, which shows where the money is. And of 624
people in the directory, only 14 mentioned inventorying
as one of their specialties.
The problem remains: We badly need Inventory and
Monitoring and we aren’t gealng it. Blaming part of the
problem on a word may seem simplistic, but I’m not
we II is. The primary reason I&M has not worked, in
my opinion, is that it is aimed at the future, while we
want - or have - to focus on today’s problems and
needs. The recent revival of interest in I&M (NPS-75) IS
an attempt to break away lrom the work-a-day world to
gatherdataabout basellnesandchanges-needed for
future decisions.
Is that Important? How else can we determine what
we have, and manage to leave it unimpaired for genw
at~onsto come, while at the same time prowding for its
enloyment?
But I repeat, the name doesn’t help. “lnventory,“with
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someuniversality insettingprecedentsfor other areas,
represented programmatic rather than ad hoc
approaches to monitormg, and demonstrated an NPS
management commitment to continued monitoring.
The final ltst containsexamplesofall7 majorcategories of resource wues from 15 parks in 5 regions. The
produclofthe workshop isadocument that defines the
15 best cases and describes the contents of each case
study. The studies are scheduled to be conducted in
FY91 by nationally recognized experts on the issues.
Each study WIIIpresent a history of the case, describe
the monitoring program (or long-term research). define
the issues addressed, and describe the role of monitoring in determining how issues were perceived,
approached, resolved, and evaluated. The relative
costs and values of long-term monitoring (or research)
will be analyzed and presented at the conclusion 01
each case study. The case sludles will be presented at
a national symposium. and compiled, analyzed. and
published.
A valuable byproduct of the workshop was the
camaraderie and communication that developed
among a diverse group of park managers and scientists as they struggled together with a common challenge. The group represented 10 parks, 7 regional
offices, and 2 Washington ofhce divisions. and came
from many diflerent professional backgrounds. The
workshop was conceived and conducted by research
scientists Gary E. Davis and William L. Halvorson and
superintendent C Mack Shaver, Channel Islands NP
PartIcipantswere Jim Carrico(Big Bend NP), Jay Goldsmith (Western Region), Ron Hiebert (Midwest
Region), Gary Johnston (WAS0 Vegetation&Wildlife),
Randy Jones (Olympic NP), Lloyd Loope (Haleakala
NP). Cliff Martinka (Glaaer NP), Dave Mihalic (Mammoth Cave NP), Bill Paleck (Saguaro NM). Stan Ponce
(WAS0 Water Resources), Mike Soukup (Everglades
NP), Brian Underwood (Mid & North Atlantic Regions),
John Varley (Yellowstone NP), Jan VanWagtendonk
(Yosemite). Richard WhItman (IndIana Dunes NL). RO
Wauer, retired NPS. was an active observer from the
National Academy of Sciences panel reviewing NPS
Science programs.
its suggestloo of trylng to find out everything, is dlscouraging. Do I have analternative? Does Alaska have
snow and ice7
My solution is: Just call it “natural resource monitoring:‘Natural Resource Monitoring shouldbe a full partner with Natural Resource Research and Natural
Resource Management. It would be the repositor and
collator for the wealth of Information obtained by
Research and Management, would ask those functions to gather whenever possible data not needed for
immediate problem solving (against future needs), and
be staffed and equipped to get additional data.
What’s m a name? Lots! For example. NPS
employees rarely talk about “working Ior a government
bureau,” or call themselves “bureaucrats.“ What
chance would an Edsel have today, even without the
toilet seat. in a world full of Cougars, Cavaliers, CorSICZ, Conquests, 01 even my own lwe Dodge Colt
(which is really a Mitsubahl)? How about the Peacekeeper Missiles and Freedom Fighters of the last
Administration? We really need Inventory and Monitoring, so let’s drop the negative word, accentuate the
positive one. and get on with the job.
Al Lovaas
Chief Scientist, NPS Alaska Region

Arctic Steppe: Snapshot of the Past
or Glimpse of the Future?
By Sara Wesser and Penny Knuckles
When continental ice sheets blanketed much of
North America, land was exposed connecting Siberia
and Alaska, forming an area known as Bering&. Paradoxically, Beringia itself remained unglaciated and
may have been covered with vast areas 01 steppe, a
vegetation type characterized by grasses and low
shrubs very different from the present widespread forest and tundra of the raglo”. Today, a few geographically isolated plant communities of thls type surwe
only in Siberia and Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve in Alaska. High above the waters of the Yukon
River, arctlc steppe communities contrasting distinctly
with the surrounding taiga forest find reluge on a few
steep, south-facing river bluffs near the border
between Alaska and Canada.
Acha~nof ecological islandsstrung along the Yukon,
the steep bluffs above the wer preserve these unique
assemblages of plants Endemic species found on one
bluff are not always present on the next a few miles
away, but other species are common to all. Four tam
are candidates for federal listing as endangered species, while the population levels and dlstrlbutlon of
several others IStoo poorly known to justify classification al this time. Disjunct populations of mosses and
lichens also occur, their nearest relatives 2,000 miles
away in Siberia
This pewsteoce of a plant community prevalent durng the Pleistocene on today’s dry south-facing slopes
IS puzzling. What conditions have allowed the survival
of arctic steppe and what conditions limit its present
distribution? There is evidence that today’s steppe
species are at the limit of their ecological and distributlonal ranges. Warm, treelessislands I” a sea of cool,
mesic forest, arctic steppe intergrades with the aspen
and tundra. What factors control this Interface? More
importantly. how do fluctuations I” climate affect the
distribution of steppe species? These questions
prompted the research that we describe.
The mew loglstlcs 01 studying lhese sleep. southfacing bluffs challenged both researcher and park
manager. Hot daily climbs lugging water and equipment up unstable wee were new merely routine,
since bears frequent the same slopes. Mint-landslides
could send the objects of study tumbling downhill.
Eroded trails appeared like magic. American peregrine
falcons, a” endangered spews, and other raptors
oversaw projects from their nest sites. Over-zealous
collectors, while not yet a problem, could have decimated rare plant specws. Logistics were complex,
since the study site required boats for access during
high water.
Desp~ie these factors, Eagle Bluff was chosen as a
study site. Twelve miles upriver outside the preserve
boundary, It 6 representatw of arctic steppe on other
bluHs wtthin the preserve While the site’s location
adjacent tothetown of Eagle had its advantages. It was
sltll necessary to cross a large creek via hip waders or
an exciting cable ride The peregrines nesting on the
opposite side of the bluff are somewhat habituated to
human use. Fortunately, a trail to the study site already
existed.
I, Sara Wesser, as principal investigator, recall feeling a bit daunted by my firs1 view of Eagle Bluff in 1987
as I rounded a bend in the Taylor Highway I remember
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slowing my vehicle to a halt as my eyes traversed the
2000 foot rise lrom the Yukon River to the top. Alter an
initialleellng of dismay-surely the bluff supporting the
arctlc steppe community was not quite so steep nor so
high!- those doubtswere put aside by thethought that
I was at Eagle Bluff precisely because that imposing
slope provided the perfect enwronment for an arctic
steppe community. The next two ilad seasons focused
on analyzing the environmental conditions of the bluffs
that allow the sleppe communities to survive.
The goal was to describe the abiotic and biotic lactars that control species dlstrlbution across the transition between steppe and forest These questlons
were addressed using correlative methods to show
relationships between vegetation and environment
and experiment&on to tesl predictions from correlative models and establish the causal pathways of spa.
ties’ response to enwonment.
A correlative model was developed to portray explicit
hypotheses about vegetation-environment relationships. To do this enwonmental variables were mea
wed and percent cover of all understory species present was sampled in 70 plots. Environmental variables
Included the extent of tree cover (an estimator of radia.
lion below the canopy), litter, slope, aspect, soil temperature and moisture, pH. organic matter and dlsturbance. Among the measured variables, soil moisture
and the extent of tree cover most strongly controlled
the transitjon in spew composition. It was assumed
thal understory spews responded most slrongly to
the influence exerted by tree cow on radiation below
the canopy Soil moisture controlled the tree cover
Itself.
If species are distributed according to their physlological optima (that IS, where their growth would be
best I” the absence of blological factors such as competition or herbivory which may reduce physiologically
potential growth and survival), we would expect each
22
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species to be most robust in the lkght and moisture
environment most similar to its native habital. Fowl
spews would perform best in the low light and high
$011moisture characteristics of forests, and Steppe
species in the high light and low soil moisture of steppe.
However, species are not always distributed this way.
Biotic factors (e.g.. competitlon for limiting resources)
eliminate species from sites that are otherwise more
favorablefortheirgrowth. An alternative explanation of
the resultsolthecorrelative modelthatwasdeveioped:
steppe species may tolerate aridity better than forest
species but are excluded from the more mew and
presumably more favorable conditions inhabited by
forests today due to low light conditions.
These hypotheses were tested in experiments with
Iwo forest natives and two steppe natlves transplanted
into the steppe community. To lest for the effects 01
light,plantswereeithershadedtos~mulatethelow
light
levels of the forest, or left unshaded in the steppe”,
high light environment. To lest for the effects of so11
moisture, plants were either watered daily to s~mulaie
moisl forest so11conditions or were given no supplemental water in the dry steppe. The results suggested
steppe spews are eliminated from forest areas primarily bycompetitlon for light, but revealeddifferences
in the relative importance of environmental factors
among species. The forest taxa appeared to be restricted to their observed range because of ntolerance for
the high kghi and dry soil of steppe Growth of steppe
taxa would be improved in the mesic conditions of
lorest if they were not lImIted by the lorest’s low light.
If arctic steppe provides a snapshot of enwonmen.
tal conditions 12.000 years ago. can changes in its
distribution Indicateglobal climatetrends in the future?
Since steppe communities span two ecotones
(steppe-forest and steppe-tundra), minute watlons I”
climate could cause observable changes in the vegetation of steep south-facing bluffs. The distribution of

Effects of Global Warming on Freshwater Ecosystems
By Jerome E. Freilich and G. Wayne Minshall
The Idea of global climate change is mostly speculation al this point - a prediction founded on some still
fairly shaky evidence. Yet II would be unconscionable
not to gw the possibility serious consideration. We
offer these thoughts on global warming and its effect
on freshwater ecosystems while al the same time
wishing to avold proposing dire consequences based
on too linle data, punlng too much laith in preliminary
scenarios or failing to consider other plausible aItem+
lives. Our comments are based on a symposium,
“Troubled Waters of Ihe Greenhouse Earth: Cllmale
Change, Water Resources and Freshwater Eco.
systems.” held at Vlrgima Tech in May 1990, the results
of which will be published by lall 01 1991
Estimates predicting a doubling of atmospheric CO,
levels within the next 100-150 years are today almost
universally accepted (Schneider 1989). If lhls occurs,
global average temperatures may increase up lo
5.5% and preclpitatlon WIIIincrease by 7-11 percent. In
general, the central parts of the continents WIII get
wanner and drier in summer. The oceans will warm
more slowly than the continenls, while the polar
ragIons will warm more than the equator. The largest
temperature changes will occur in the fall and w~nler
seasons al the high latitudes of both hemispheres
An iniilal response to warmmg will be increased
levels of methane dewed from bacterial metabolism I”
tundra and boreal wetland ecosystems during summer
months The huge expanse of Canadian and Siberian
tundra will provide large amounts of this greenhouse
gas to the atmosphere. compounding the greenhouse
eflect. As warmIng proceeds. melting will lower the
permafrost layer, further rweaslng the release of
methane. This effect IS fairly easy to prefect because
arctic ecosystems are relatively simple. In temperate
and tropIcal areas, effects will be no less significant,
just harder to estimate.
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steppe communities may depend on conditions that
ensure a high light enwronment by elimlnatlng the
growth of trees, a circumstance likely to occur I conditions become drier. Steppe species might thrive under
these conditions because of their aridity tolerance On
the other hand, if conditions become more moist we
might expect the distribution of trees to expand, law
ing for& understory spews. Steppe species might
then lose the competitive battle for hght as forest
encroaches onto south.facing bluffs.
These questions suggest that long-term mooitorlng
of arctic steppe communities, supplemented by basic
research, may show them to be useful barometers of
global climate change AS interest in that international
IS?& grows, arctic sleppe provides a tangible link to
WI Soviet nelghbors and glacial past, a link that may
someday result mdeslgnattonofthe Yukon Roverbluffs
as parl of an international park.
Wesser IS a Biologist at the NPS Alaska Regional
Office: Knuckles is a Natural Resource Management
Specialist at Yukon-Charley Rivers NationalPreserve.

All global processes are linked, so terreslrlal events
will have effects on streams. Streams WIIIthen reflect
these effects in their transport of materials to the
oceans. The River Continuum Concept (Vannote el al.
1980), a basic componenl of present stream ecology,
views wars as more than stmply downstream iransporters. lmporlant nutrient materials moving downstream are retained by physical (e.g. leaves in a log
jam) or biologIcal means (e.g.. aquatic insects) and
held I” place where they may be further processed or
“spiralled:’ Under the eftects of global warming, input
and retention 01vital materials in streams will be slgnificantly altered. For example. warmer temperatures will
increase rates of bacterial respiration in soil. leading 10
increased consumption of soil organic material. This, in
turn. leaves less material to be leached inlo streams.
and hence lower levels of dissolved organic carbon
(DOC) available to stream organisms
Streamwaler nitrogen concentrations are tightly
linked 10 microbial iranslormat~ons in soils, so alteralions of temperature probably will anect the amount 01
nitrate entering streams. Concentrations of phosphorus are also tightly bound and closely regulated in
stream ecosystems. Changes in streamflow will have
pronounced effect on the net retention of phosphorus
by streams and their transport of this vital nutrent IO
coastal estuaries.
Inmanypartsoftheworld,
leafl~tterinpuiisthech~el
energy source driving stream ecosystems. Inverlebrates shred the leaf material and make the resulting
lme particulate organfc matter available to the rest of
thefoodchain downstream. Changes in terreslrlalvegelation are inevitable in most global warming scenar~os. Whether by changing growlh patterns or communityspeciescompos~tion, these alterationswill have
an effect on stream ecosystems. As trees die, streams
will 1n111allyreceive an increased loading of woody
debris. Primary production of algae m!ght increase due
to holes in the canopy shading the stream. Therealter,
nutrienlinputs to streams will change asthe composition. condillon. and tlmlng of lea1 litter mpul changes.
Although stream animals are noted for their rwstance to frequent disturbances (IIke flooding), changes
on a larger or more lrequenl scale, will not necessarily
fall within the animals’ abtllty to adapt. Individual animals will have to cope with change over unprecedentedly short times. Life cycles of aquatlc insects are
strongly affected by temperature cues. Popuiat~ons 01
lolic species (those that occur r flowlng water) in nonoptimal thermal habitats are characterized by low pop
ulatlon density and small-bodied individuals. Animals
faced with sudden exposure lo unusual conditions will
have only three choices: to move, adapt. or die. Considerations of genetic makeup and phenotypic variation suggest that in sit” adaptation is more likely than
shills in geographic range. Extinction of some species
remains a possibility
Some predIctions say that global warming will lavor
increased rates of forest disturbance due to lores1
fires, convect!ve wind storms, coastal flooding. and
hurrtcanes. Alterations in flow can affect storage and
transport of DOC, nitrogen, and phosphorus. Presenl
projectIons conclude that if floodplains are drier and
there is less anaeroblc activity, there will be a subsequenl decrease I” denitrificalion causing an increased
pulse of inorganic nitrogen reachtng streams Whethel
this increase (and a related phosphorus pulse) will
continue, or whether the situation will result in rapid soil
depletion with dire effect on streamlle, is still not clear
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Flow regime and vegetation of the flood plain will also
have a strong influence on the amount and type of
sediment washed into streams. Slltarlon directly influences habitat available to stream Insects and the eqqs
__
and fry of fish.
There have been 10 major and more than three
dozen minor periods of glaclatlon in the last million
years. Yet scientlsls at the Climatic Research Unit in
England reported that 1988 was the hottest year since
records have been kept. They furtherreporled lhal the
SIX hottest years 01 the century all occurred in the
1980s. Without additional paleoecologlcal research,
linle additional help will be dewed lrom the past on
what might occur in future aquatic environments.
Human actiwtles already have stressed natural systems so severely lhal it becomes difllcult to separate
these disturbances by discrete causes An adequate
supply of high q&y fresh water is essential to our
society. We need to be able to predict the effect of
dinerent climate change scenarios to protect what we
have, to maintain productivity and diversity, and to
develop acceptable alternatives for managemenl.
Freilich recently completed a doctorate in aquatic
entomology af U/GA; hs research focused oo behavior of stonefires at Grand JetonNF!
Minshall,
professor
of biology at lOISflU, is a well.
known s&am ecologisr, and was linal summation
speakeraflhe Troubled Waters conferencemenrioned
;I? fhis
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In the Next Issue
Because of the additional
work involved in preparation
of the Global Change insert,
the deadline for Park
Science copy was earlier
than usual. Many Regional
Highlights, the MAB column,
and A Sociological Study of
Everglades Backcountry by
William Stewart, Ray Snow
and Mark Ivy will a// appear
in the Winter issue.

